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From the Committee…
by Stephen Daglish, Guild Chairman

T

he AGM and Conference in Wakefield saw some changes
to the Committee, with Paul Howes standing down
as Chairman after three very successful years, and
Rodney Brackstone also leaving the main committee, though
continuing as Chairman of our seminar sub-committee
(SemSub).
We welcome three new committee members – Sue ThorntonGrimes, who provides a link between the main committee
and SemSub, Marie Byatt and John Lisle, who bring new ideas
and perspectives from the United States. With an unusually
long gap between the AGM and our first scheduled committee
meeting in mid-May, we have taken the opportunity to meet
informally by online conference calls to discuss some of the
issues that face us.

Website update

Members may have noticed that the Guild website was taken
down for maintenance over the weekend of 4-6 May. This
update has provided a fresh look to the website, together
with some important “under the covers” changes to ensure
that the site is robust and secure which will enable us to
develop the site further with more content and features. Our
sincere thanks go to the web team for their work on this
which required a huge amount of time, effort and dedication.

Guild 40th anniversary

You will by now know that in 2019 the Guild will be celebrating
its 40th anniversary.
In fact the first landmark has already passed. On June 13th
and 14th 1978 a conference about one-name studies was
held at the Grand Hotel in Leicester, which attracted sixtysix participants. At that event, a resolution was passed
to establish a Guild of individuals interested in one-name
research and a steering committee set up – and this led to
the formation of the Guild of One-Name Studies in 1979.
To mark the 40th anniversary we have a number of projects
planned. Already announced is the Ruby one-name study, a
collaborative project being led by Paul Howes with a growing
band of Guild members.
The 2019 Guild Conference and AGM, which will be held in
Leicester, will be the focal point of the celebrations. The
theme of the conference will be “Past, Present and Future”.
With this in mind, our next project will look back over the
last forty years – and try to speculate on what the next forty
years might look like.
Although the basic principles of running a one-name study
remain the same, ways to communicate and the availability
of data have changed out of all recognition through
technological innovations including the internet, and also
additional tools, such as DNA. And what might the future
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bring that may change the way that may help us with our
studies, or stand in our way?
We will be inviting members to share their thoughts and
recollections with us. We will publish these contributions in
a variety of ways - from articles in the Journal to blog posts
to short news stories.
We would like to find a volunteer to co-ordinate this project
for us – if you would be interested please let me know. We
would also be pleased to hear from members who would like
to contribute. We would like to get this project running by
the end of the summer.

Printed Journal versus online edition

Some of you may have noticed a question posted on the
Guild mailing list and Facebook page inviting thoughts and
comments about options to receive the Journal in printed
or online versions. For the avoidance of doubt, we are
committed to continue to offer members a choice of versions
– there is no suggestion of moving away from the printed
version. What we do need to look at is whether we should
reflect the different costs associated with the print version
in membership fee, and, if so, the best way to do this. Our
thanks to all who commented – as expected there were
differing opinions and we will take these into account as part
of our review.

Wrapper

There was also a question about the wrapper used for
mailing the Journal. At present we use a polywrap (plastic)
wrapper which has the benefit of being strong and versatile.
A question was raised at the AGM about whether we could
look to find an alternative as part of the concern with the use
of plastic. Some organisations, such as the National Trust,
are moving to a biodegradable wrapper but these are not
currently widely available in the UK.
After discussion with our printers, Flexpress, we intend to
mail the next issue in a paper envelope. Some concerns have
been made about whether paper envelopes can withstand
the postal process or bad weather – so we will be asking for
feedback and, should any become damaged in transit, will
offer a replacement copy.

GDPR

By the time that you read this, the new data protection
regulation, GDPR, will have come into force. The Guild,
along with all other UK-based charities and organisations,
has had to ensure that it is compliant – which has taken up
much administrative time. Our sincere thanks to members
who helped by returning the Contact Permission Form. For
any member who still has not completed and returned the
form, a reminder is enclosed with this Journal. Please do
take a few minutes to do this – otherwise you may miss out
on future communications from the Guild. n
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Marriage Challenge Update:
Visiting a Church
by Peter Copsey MCG
(Marriage Challenge Coordinator, Member 1522)

I

am pleased to announce two new Challenges to begin in
the coming months – see table below.

Recently a Challenger decided to visit the only church in the
Registration District where the marriage register needed for
the Challenge was still at the church and not deposited in
the County Record Office. On contacting the church, the
Challenger was told that the fee charged for searching the
register would be in accordance with the latest prescribed
rates for searches, which is £29 an hour. Somewhat surprised
at the high cost quoted, she explained to situation to me.
There are two documents that are relevant and they can
be found on the Church of England website. The first is
titled “Table of Parochial Fees from 1 January 2018” and
the second is “A Guide to Church of England Parochial Fees”.
You can find both documents with a simple Google-search.
You will discover that the first document does quote £29.00
an hour for searching for baptisms and for marriages that
took place before 1st July 1837. There is no mention of
marriages from 1st July 1837 onwards. Some clergy believe
that the search fee of £29.00 per hour applies to any search,
but that appears not to be correct.
The second document is a Guide to the Fees which I suspect
many clergymen and church wardens are not aware of.  
Click on the section titled “Statutory Charges” and you will
find Clause 64 which says that “no fee at all may be charged
for a “particular search” for an entry in a marriage register
after 30 June 1837”. A “particular search” is defined earlier.
It is where the “searcher has some knowledge and where
the approximate date is known”. If you are fairly confident
that you know one party of the marriage and the quarter
when the marriage took place (ie the GRO index data), this
requirement should be satisfied. The Challenger would be
asking for a specific number of “particular searches”. Any
clergyman demanding £29 needs to be politely directed to
Clause 64.

If the clergyman is co-operative, he/she will often leave you
alone with the register and perhaps let you take a photo of
the entries you need. In the situation recently our Challenger
was even offered a cup of tea (be careful not to spill it on
the register!). It is normal and courteous to offer a donation
to the church for their co-operation (but not to the extent
of £29) and the payment may usually be reclaimed from the
Guild as part of MC expenses.
The Guild is always looking for Marriage Challengers. If you
live fairly close to a County Record Office and can afford to
spend some time there to help other Guild members with
their one-name studies by finding marriage entries, then
becoming a Challenger could be an option. Even if Ancestry,
Findmypast or FamilySearch have done some indexing for
marriages in a particular county, there is likely to be some
parts of that county or some period where a Challenge would
be worthwhile.
I will give advice on what is needed and on any aspect of
a Challenge that is concerning you. Most Challengers find a
Challenge a rewarding and interesting experience. Why not
send me an email to marriage-challenge@one-name.org if
you think you can contribute? n
The key in the last column is:
A. Requests must be sent using the standard “requests.xls”
spreadsheet on the MC web-page (exceptions - those
without computer or without MS Excel);
B. Requests using the standard Excel template much
preferred, but willing to accept other formats;
C. Requests sent in any form accepted.

Registration District and Period

Request Deadline

Challenger

Challenger’s Email

Key (see above)

Petersfield 1837-1911

21 July 2018

Shirley Foster

elwick@one-name.org

C

Flegg 1837-1823

30 September 2018

Paul Howes

paul.howes@one-name.org B

Accidents Will Happen
Seminar
Left: Bob Cumberbatch
at the controls for
the audio visual, also
ensuring the event is
recorded.
Right: New member
Rachel Taylor talking to
Sue and Geoff Swinfield.
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DNA for your ONS:
Y-DNA Matches
by Susan C. Meates MCG (DNA Advisor, Member 3710)

M

atch within the Project

Until recently, an option was available at Family
Tree DNA to set a kit for matches within the project
only, and not to the whole database.

Matches in the Project Only was eliminated, for Ricketts with
about 300 participants, I received 571 match emails – and
none were for a Ricketts match, since no new results had
been returned from the lab during this time period. That is a
great many worthless emails to delete.

This was a very valuable setting, to limit match emails only
to matches within the project. With this setting, participants
weren’t bothered by other surname matches.

There are only two solutions to this problem at the current
time.

I have a request pending to bring back this feature, which
may or may not be implemented. A possible solution is
provided later in this article, if this feature isn’t revived.

1.

Turn off Administrator match notices

2.

Turn off Participant match notices

Match Notifications

In the first solution, Turn off Administrator match notices,
you set for yourself as the project Admin at what level you
get match emails, such as 12, 25, 37, 67 and 111. So you
could eliminate many match emails by eliminating 12 and 25
marker match emails. 12 and 25 marker matches are typically
anthropological. In addition, a 12 marker match will often no
longer be a match at 37 markers. 37 markers are required for
a genealogical time frame.

Previously, the match levels you could see and match
notifications were one and the same thing. This was often
a problem, since if you had a match with someone who had
tested at 67 markers, who only wanted to see those matches,
they set themselves to 67 markers, and you tested at 37
markers, you wouldn’t see this match.
That problem is now solved. These two settings, ‘match
level’ and ‘match notification’, are now separate, so there is
no reason to limit the level of matching
A participant controls these settings on two different pages:
•
•

Privacy & Sharing tab: Set match levels
Notifications tab: Set match email notification levels

Participants would log into their kit, and click Manage
Personal Information on the left. A page then comes up with
five tabs. They would then click on Privacy & Sharing, set
their match levels, and then click the ‘Notifications’ tab to
set their match email levels.
It is important that participants are set to match at all
levels, on the Privacy & Sharing tab. Otherwise, matches will
see only their surnames, with no first name and no ability to
email them. For example, if you tested at 67 markers, and
then set your Privacy & Sharing tab for matches only at 67
markers, you would not see a 37 marker match, and they
would not see you, except for your surname, if they tested
at less than 67 markers.
The default for implementing this feature for existing kits
appears to be all levels for the match level, and all levels for
match notification emails.

What to Do Without the Setting for Matches
Only In the Project
The larger your project, the more match emails are generated
for matches to the database. In a two-week period after
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To change the level of match emails you receive, log into
your project. In the menu bar, select My Account, and then
My Settings. Remove the check mark against any category
where you don’t want an email, such as Y-DNA 12 Match.
Click Save Settings when you are done.
The advantage of this solution is that you can stop all or most
of the match emails. The drawback is you will no longer get
the same match emails as your participants.
If a participant turns off match emails at 12 markers for
himself, and you have 12 marker match emails on, you will
get match emails and he will not.
You cannot set your match emails by participant, it can only
be for a level. Often a small number of participants have a
DNA result common in the population and will generate the
majority of match emails.
In the second solution, Turn off Participant match notices,
you would need to get the participant to take this action.
You may have Full Access to a kit, which is what is now
required to make any changes, though even so, I would
advise you to get the participants’ permission. You could use
the bulk email facility, which enables you to send a message
to all participants that have opted in to Group Administrator
emails, to ask your participants to turn off match emails,
such as at 12 and 25 markers.
Or you could focus on the few participants that generate the
majority of match emails, and ask them to turn off match
emails, such as for 12 and 25 markers.
Journal of One-Name Studies, July-September 2018

This will not stop your match emails at those levels, unless
you change your setting.
Typically when a participant is new, match emails are
exciting. As time goes on, I have seen them even go so far as
to take their email address out of their kit record, when they
didn’t know how to stop the emails.
It is important that your participants understand how to
control their match emails. Too many match emails can have
negative consequences. Plus, if they are all other surname
match emails, this can lead to confusion and disappointment.
Hopefully, matches within the Project only is revived, though
at the current time, it does not look promising.
Historically, a new kit was set as the default to matches in
the project. This was changed a few years ago, since people
were disappointed if they didn’t have matches. The default
for a new kit was changed to matches to the database. This
way, more people had matches, even though they are with
other surnames. Then they were encouraged to upgrade due
to this other surname match.
One major benefit of Matches Only in the Project, is that
if someone with your surname tested outside the project,
and most likely you didn’t know about them, they could
only see the surname of those in your project, and not their
first name or email address. So to make contact with their
matches, they had to join your project. With this structure,
people would join your project that may not have otherwise.

to their Personal Page, such as match level, or notifications.
You can’t see their contact information either, except their
email address.
Most likely you will want to convince these participants to
upgrade your access to Limited or Full, or else, you have the
option to delete them.

Limited Access

is the next step up for access, and it
appears to me to be the minimum level of access a Project
Administrator needs. At the current time, this access level
has significant deficiencies, such as your being unable to
see where the project member is located. I have multiple
project members bearing the same names. Their location is
helpful in differentiating them.
For those that set the Most Distant Ancestor for their
participants, in many cases to use a standard format packed
with information, you can no longer do this, even with
Limited Access. You will have to write to the participant
and request them to make the change, and provide them
with directions and the information to enter. I have found a
standard format for Most Distant Ancestor to be of significant
value. The format compresses a lot of information in 64
characters, and the standardization of information enhances
significantly readability. Since the format includes the most
distant “documented” event, when analyzing a group of
matching participants from different trees, this information
is invaluable.

Access Levels

Full Access is the final access level, and though called
Full, it isn’t truly full access. You cannot change the email
address. You can read the current definition of the Access
Levels at Family Tree DNA website, in case anything has
changed since submission of this article.
h t t p s : / / w w w. f a m i l y t r e e D N A . c o m /
l e a r n / p r o j e c t - a d m i n i s t r a t i o n /
group-administrator-access-levels-and-permissions/

•
•
•

The participant can set Access for each Project Administrator
in the tab Project Preferences. They can reach this tab by
clicking Manage Personal Information on the left on their
Personal Page, or, on their Personal Page, clicking Privacy &
Sharing in the drop down menu in the upper right.

The downside, is that you might have been bothered by
people joining with other surnames, and then have had
to explain the situation to them, namely that most other
surname matches aren’t relevant.

Participants now have 3 levels of Access they can set for a
Project Administrator.
Group Project Access Only
Limited Access
Full Access

Though Access Level doesn’t directly relate to matching, the
access level determines whether you can help a participant
and set items for them, including, with their approval, setting
their Match level and Match Notifications. It also determines
if you can even see things, to help them or answer your
questions. It also determines whether you can even see their
matches, which is why it is included in this article about
Y-DNA matches.

Group Project Access is not a clear name for this
access. At this level of access, you can see their name on
reports like Member Information. You cannot click on a kit,
so you can’t see their matches, or get to their Personal
Page, or see anything else you would see on a Personal Page
that isn’t on a report. If you want to see their Most Distant
Ancestor, if it is set, you must go to a report that contains
this field, such as Y-DNA Results Classic. You can no longer
view this information as you used to, through clicking on the
kit number. You cannot see the settings for this kit either,
which you would see by clicking on their kit number to get
Journal of One-Name Studies, July-September 2018

When all participants were converted over to this 3 level
access system, most participants will have become Limited
Access. If you had done Kit Authorize on a participant, and
they hadn’t lost or forgotten their password, they should
be Full Access. Unfortunately, a lost password triggered a
password reset that cancelled your Kit Authorization. A
few participants will end up as Group Access. When a new
participant joins a project, their default setting is Group
Access. This is basically no access.
Though my position historically has been against putting up
Join blocks, where a participant needs permission to join
your project, you may want to consider this, so that if they
wouldn’t agree to Limited or Full Access, you can block them
from joining your project. You put up a Join block on your
Project Profile page, by removing the check mark besides
“Allow new members to join without a join request” and
then click Save. Your other option is to communicate with
them when they join, and if they wouldn’t increase their
access to Limited, you can delete them. On the Member
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Information report, click the trash can on the right of their
line.
If you add an Admin or co-Admin to your project, or join a
project yourself as Admin or co-Admin, all the participants
will be set for this new Admin as Group Access, aka no Access.
The new Admin would need to get each participant to update
their access setting to Limited or Full for them.

Don’t Have A Match Yet

I often hear from Project Administrators who don’t have a
match yet for themselves, or some of their participants.
Some don’t have a match to their surname or variant, but
have other surname matches, and a few don’t have any
matches at all. This is a normal situation involving multiple
factors.
When a person is the first of a surname to test, the frequency
of a Y-DNA result in the world population and in the tested
population determines whether the participant has another
surname match. Since they are the first of a surname to test,
they wouldn’t have a same surname match, unless of course,
it is an unknown variant.
Some Y-DNA results are more prevalent than others. In
haplogroup R1b, which comprises over 45% of Europe, due to
the sheer size of the haplogroup, you will typically find a lot
of matches with other surnames. Though even within R1b,
some results are more common than others. You can still
have R1b results that don’t have any matches.
At the time of submission of this article, there are 668,219
Y-DNA records in the database: just a fraction of the world
male population.
The key to having matches is to get other males to test with
the surname, and eventually to have each documented tree
represented. This is the reason for Surname Projects.
The next factor is the frequency of the surname. The more
frequent the surname, the more surname origins, so the
more different Y-DNA results there will be.
A one-name study is typically for a rare or low frequency
surname, usually due to the scope of the work involved with a
higher-frequency surname. A rare or low-frequency surname
can give the impression that there is a single origin. Often,
DNA will indicate otherwise. This can be due to unknown
surname evolution, or, as George Redmond states: ‘a rare
surname is a late-forming variant.’
When you start your DNA Project, it is advisable to test two
distant males with the surname in your documented tree.
This should provide a match, and is a good foundation for
your project. Later in the project, when a new participant
matches an established genetic group, you can skip the step
of testing a second distant male for the tree, unless there is
an excessive level of mutations.
Another factor is the number of males who have tested
with the surname. Let’s say your surname had a population
of 600 in the 1881 census, and you have tested 12 people.
Most likely every tree isn’t yet represented, so unless it is a
single origin surname, many of the participants wouldn’t yet
have matches.
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Most likely some trees are robust and well ramified, with
many males. Other trees most likely have limited males, and
some may have daughtered out.
The situation with genetic trees is the same. You would
expect, as your project grows, to have multiple documented
trees that match, representing a genetic tree, which is
usually a surname origin. Some genetic trees are robust, with
many different document trees, and others are not.
Another factor that impacts matches is that a locative
surname origin can have multiple different DNA results. This
occurs when the surname origin was a location, such as the
manor of Rycote. As males moved away, often in different
directions, they were de Rycote. Later, the de was dropped,
and through surname evolution Rycote evolved to Ricketts.
You would expect most of these males to have different
Y-DNA results after they moved away and became de Rycote.
Thus they are different genetic trees, yet represent one
surname origin.
Participant location is another factor determining whether
people will have matches. If a DNA project has a concentration
of USA participants, they will reflect a limited number of
trees from the ancestral country, since not all genetic trees
migrated to the colonies. In addition, you may find surnames
from other countries that evolved in the USA to your surname
form. For example, one or more German surnames evolved
to Ricketts and variants in the USA. We have documented
proof they came from Germany, such as the 1850 census, or
gravestones stating birth place, though no documentation as
to their prior surname form. The choices of possible prior
surname forms for the German surnames are numerous, and
too many to test to figure out this mystery.

Surname Distribution Maps

Looking at these can give an indication as to whether you
are dealing with a single origin or multiple origin surname.
A multiple origin surname will have multiple different DNA
results. In addition, if you have only tested a small portion of
the documented trees, you can expect to have participants
without matches.
If you don’t have Surname Atlas, it is available from the Guild
for £12.50. This invaluable program will create interesting
distribution maps for all of the surnames and forenames
found in the 1881 census of England, Scotland and Wales.
More information can be found here:
https://one-name.org/product/surname-atlas/

Other Surname Matches

Everyone will eventually have matches with other surnames,
even at 37 markers or above. One Ricketts man has 79
matches with other surnames at 37 markers.
This article in the DNA section at the Guild website will
provide a good introduction to matches with other surnames.
You must be logged in to access the article.
https://one-name.org/matches-with-other-surnames/

NEW - Group Project Administrator Terms &
Policies
Family Tree DNA has updated their “Group Project
Administrator Terms & Policies”. When you log into your
project, there is a link to this item. It is important to read
Journal of One-Name Studies, July-September 2018

Figure 1 from Surname Atlas, shows surname X
in 1881. This map clearly indicates a multiple
origin surname, and indicates possible
surname evolution from other surname forms.
There were 526 persons in the 1881 census.
12 persons have tested in the DNA project. I
would expect that many don’t have a match
yet.

Figure 2 is a map of the surname X with
close variants. This makes it obvious that 12
participants is barely scratching the surface of
the different genetic trees, with 2,400 persons
in the 1881 census.

and agree to these terms within 90 days or you will be
removed as an Administrator. You also need to show your full
name and email address with the project. You can check how
your name and email is set by logging into your project, Click
My Account in the menu bar, and then Contact Information.
If you update the information, be sure to click Save.

And Figure 3, with surname X and all variants,
indicates a lot of recruiting will be needed to
get everyone matches.

If you don’t see the link, you can find the Terms here:
h t t p s : / / w w w. f a m i l y t r e e D N A . c o m / l e g a l / t e r m s /
group-project-administrator
At the time of submission of this article, all the above
information was correct. Family Tree DNA could have made
changes since then. n

Want to Get Started?

Visit the webpage “Want a DNA Project?” at the Guild website, in the DNA section to learn about your options and
how to proceed. You must be logged in to see this page.
https://one-name.org/want-a-DNA-project/

Want to Learn More about DNA for family history research?

Visit the DNA resource section at the Guild website. You must be logged in to see all the pages. A limited selection
of pages are available to the public.
https://one-name.org/DNA-introduction/

Want to save money on DNA test kits?

Your or your participants can save money by buying test kits through the Guild. See:
https://one-name.org/DNA-kits-available-from-the-guild/
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Accidents Will Happen pre-seminar dinner on Friday evening
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Kellow/Kellar/Callard: Many names
for but one Devon family
by Wayne Shepheard (Member 6744) and Paul Stephens

I

n October 2012, family researcher Paul Stephens
contacted Wayne Shepheard, the Online Parish Clerk for
Plympton St. Mary parish in Devon, to ask if there might
be any information in parish records about the origin of his
2nd great-grandmother, Mary Elizabeth Callard. According to
every England census from 1861 to 1891, Mary was born in
Plympton St. Mary parish, in 1837 or 1838. Paul thought her
father was named John Callard, and that he was also born
in Plympton St Mary, around 1804. Paul had encountered a
“serious brick wall” in his research. In particular, he had
been unable to find them on the 1841 or 1851 censuses, or
on any birth or marriage records.
Our supposedly straight-forward search started what proved
to be a tangle of names and complex family dynamics. The
results underline some common problems with how people
were recorded on quasi-official documents and how surnames
could change over time.
Paul had begun his research looking for information about his
grandfather, Charles James Stephens, who he found, aged
ten, on the 1901 England census, along with his parents,
Charles and Emily Stephens. At that time, the family was
living in Devonport. The census showed that Charles (senior)
had been born in Plympton, Emily in Plymouth (both in 1868
or 1869) and their children in Devonport. Paul subsequently
obtained the couple’s 1889 marriage certificate. The name of
the bride’s father was recorded as Samuel Eastman which we
would have reason to question later.

Figure 1 - 1889 June 16: marriage certificate for Charles Stephens
and Emily Eastman

On the 1881 England census great-grandmother Emily was
found living at home with her parents, Samuel and Mary
Eastman. The record showed Mary had been born in Plympton
around 1838. Also listed were Emily’s two brothers, James,
born 1867, and Thomas Henry, born 1876, and a sister,
Catherine, born 1878. All the children were indicated as
having been born in Plymouth. Using this information, Paul
went looking for marriage and birth certificates for them. He
assumed that the marriage of Samuel and Mary would have
taken place around 1866, based on the age of the oldest
child, James. No marriage record could be found before
1867, when James was born, though.
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Figure 2 - 1881 England census showing Samuel and Mary Eastman
family

Birth records were quickly found for Thomas Henry and
Catherine Eastman. The mother’s maiden name was shown as
Callard. No birth information was found for Emily Eastman.
There was an entry in the civil records for a James Eastman
of the right age, so Paul put in an order for that certificate.
The register office called to tell him that they could not
deliver the certificate because it had been cancelled, due
to the fact that there was no proof of a marriage between
Samuel and Mary. But they would send him a copy of one that
had been reissued in the name of James Kellow, born in 1867.
Paul later visited the Plymouth record office and asked for a
copy of the original registration. The request was refused but
the office did apparently confirm that Samuel Eastman was
James’ father, although we are not sure on what basis that
confirmation was given.
Now armed with information about another surname, Paul
searched and found a second birth certificate for Emily
Kellow, born in 1868. He assumed that perhaps Samuel
and Mary had never married, or at least not by the time of
Emily’s birth, and that James and Emily had been given their
mother’s name. That set up a break in the birth dates of the
children that might bracket a marriage date. Paul persisted
in his searches using both surnames.
A search was undertaken for Mary Kellow in the pre-1881
censuses. A John Kellow, aged fifty-seven, and his daughter,
Mary, aged twenty-three, were living at 6 High Street in St.
Andrew, Plymouth in 1861. Both had been born in Plympton
St. Mary parish. The address given for Mary Kellow on the
birth certificates of both James and Emily was 7 High Street,
Plymouth, which seemed close enough to suggest the census
information was for the same person.
Paul did not find a Mary Kellow on the 1871 census, so he
looked, instead, for any woman named Mary, born about 1838
in Plympton, with two children, James and Emily, born around
1867 and 1869, respectively. He found Mary Callard, aged
thirty-three, born in Plympton St. Mary, living in the Union
Workhouse in Plympton St. Mary parish. She was unmarried
but appeared to have four children: William, aged nine;
Louisa, aged six; James, aged four; and Emily, aged two. All
of the children were shown to have been born in Plymouth.
Paul thought that the name Callard did not particularly sound
Journal of One-Name Studies, July-September 2018

like Kellow but, given the names and dates of birth and other
information he now had, it was not completely improbable
they were the same people. It is not known why she would
have left Plymouth to move into the institution in Plympton.

With this information, a further investigation was made for
a marriage of Samuel Eastman and Mary Callard, this time
for an extended time period. It was discovered that the
marriage between them was solemnized on 24 November
1874, in Plympton St. Mary parish. He was a forty-eight-year
old miner and widower. She was thirty-six and a spinster.
The marriage certificate confirmed Mary’s father to be John
Callard.

Figure 3 - 1871 England census, showing Mary Callard family

Wayne found that the four children of the presumed Mary
were all recorded in the Plympton St. Mary baptism register
on March 15, 1871, under the name Kellow. All were shown
living in the Union Workhouse in Plympton. No father for the
children or occupation for Mary was recorded. Curiously,
there were baptisms for ten children that day, all from the
workhouse, indicating someone had made an effort to ensure
that residents were all members of the church.
With the census and baptism data for Mary’s four children,
Paul and Wayne were able to find birth certificates for all
of them. William Kellow was born 27 February 1862, at the
Plymouth Workhouse, the son of Mary Elizabeth Kellow. Mary
made her mark on this entry. Louisa Kellow was born 16
September 1864; James Kellow was born 19 January 1867;
Emily Kellow was born 2 December 1868. Louisa, James
and Emily were all children of Mary Elizabeth Kellow. The
last three were born when Mary was living at 7 High Street,
Plymouth. No father’s name was provided for any of the
children.

Figure 6 - 1874 November 24: marriage certificate for Samuel
Eastman and Mary Elizabeth Callard

Things seemed to be coming together in the family history
now, but he still did not have Mary or John’s birth or baptismal
records.
Wayne found a possible baptism entry in the Plympton St.
Mary register for Mary’s father, dated 16 November 1803,
under the name John Kellar, son of Matthew and Betty
Kellar. The couple apparently had other children baptised
in the parish as well, including: Ann, daughter of Matthew
and Betty Kellow, baptised in 1800; James, son of Matthew
and Elizabeth Keller, baptised in 1806; and William, son of
Matthew and Elizabeth Kellar, of Venton, baptised in 1816.
In spite of the variance in spelling of their surname, we were
confident that they were all of the same family. This was
borne out in documents found in later searches. A further
search found a marriage entry, in Sheepstor parish, Devon, for
Mathew Kellow and Betty Turpin – the latter from Plympton
St. Mary – on 29 May 1800. Both bride and groom made their
mark in the register.

Figure 4 – 1862-68 Kellow children birth certificates

Paul knew his great-grandfather, Samuel Eastman, had
died in 1890. On a whim, he decided to see if his greatgrandmother had remarried. He found an 1892 marriage
between a John Doble and Mary Eastman, in Plymouth. He
ordered the certificate and found both John and Mary had
been widowed and that, to his surprise, Mary’s father was
shown as John Callard.
On the 1871 census, Paul did eventually find a John Callard
– that name again – born in Plympton and living at 6 High
Street, the same address where a John Kellow had been
living in 1861. This seemed to confirm the idea that this was
the 3rd great-grandfather for whom Paul had been looking
and suggested again that there were two family names for
which searches should be made.

A marriage entry was located for John Kellar and Emma Goad,
on 26 November 1830, in the Plympton St. Mary register. That
seemed to fit the family. He signed the marriage register –
that was important in the scheme of things – while she made
her mark. There were also entries in the Plympton St. Mary
parish baptism register for three children of John and Emma,
including: Emma Jane, daughter of John and Emma Kellar, of
Venton, baptised 13 February 1831; Louisa, daughter of John
and Amy Kellar, of Sparkwell, baptised 5 May 1833; and Ann
Eliza, daughter of John and Amy Kellar, of Venton, baptised
6 December 1835. It appears Mother Emma actually went by
the name of Amy, just to confuse the issue further.
But there was still nothing for Mary Elizabeth! It was assumed
that the family had moved out of the area prior to 1838.
Using information from various sources, John and Amy were
located on the 1841 England census, living on Gasking Street
in Charles, Plymouth and their surname appears to be shown
as Killar, with children, Emma, aged ten, Louisa, aged eight,
Ann, aged five, Mary, aged three, and James, aged six months.
No information was given as to their birthplace, other than in
the County of Devon, but the ages of Emma, Louisa and Ann
did fit the baptism dates in Plympton St. Mary.

Figure 5 - 1841 to 1871 England censuses, showing various names
recorded for John
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By 1851, the family was living at 54 Southside Street in St.
Andrew, Plymouth. Amy had died by then, in Plymouth. Her
death certificate, dated 14 June 1844, confirms she was
only 32 and the wife of John Kellar. Amy died from phthisis
pulmonalis (tuberculosis).

Figure 9 - 1877 December 27: death certificate for John Callard

Figure 7 - 1844 June 14: death certificate for Amy Kellar

John Kellar had three children living with him in 1851 – Emma,
Mary and James. John and daughter Emma were indicated as
having been born in Plympton, daughter Mary in Shaugh and
son James in Plymouth, the latter two indicating where the
family had travelled and worked since leaving Plympton St.
Mary parish. On all censuses John was shown as a labourer.
But now we had a possible birth place for Mary.
The birth date was finally found for Mary Elizabeth Kellar, 1
April 1838, in Shaugh Prior parish, Devon. A baptism entry
was also located for Mary Elizabeth Keller, another surname
variant, on 20 April 1838, at Ebenezer Wesleyan Chapel, St.
Andrew, Plymouth. Her parents were shown as John and
Emma. John was a labourer at the Morley clay works in the
parish of Shaugh. Progress was being made at last!

Mary remarried on 4 September 1892, to John Doble, as
discussed above. But she died less than a year later, on 13
July 1893. Cause of her death was morbus cordis anasarca,
or edema as a result of heart failure. The informant on the
death certificate was her daughter, Louisa (Kellow/Callard)
Eastman.

Figure 10 - 1893 July 13: death certificate for Mary Elizabeth Doble

We finally seemed to have completed a circle of names and
could conclude that Kellow, Kellar, Callard and some other
minor variations, were all surnames of individuals of the
same family. There were certainly different spellings used by
individuals in successive generations.
Only one of Mary’s children, William, continued to use
the surname, Callard, throughout his life. The other three
children adopted the name of Eastman.

Figure 8 - 1838 April 1: birth certificate for Mary Elizabeth Kellar

John’s parents, Matthew and Betty, had stayed in Plympton
St. Mary parish until her death. She was buried as Elizabeth
Kellar in 1840. Her last place of residence was Beechwood
Cottage, Plympton St. Mary parish. Matthew was found on the
1841 census, still living at the family residence of Beechwood
Cottage, but listed as Mathew Callard, age seventy-three,
an agricultural labourer. In 1851, he was living in Plymstock
parish with his son, James, both with the name of Callar. He
died there, at the age of eighty-four, and was buried in 1852
as Matthew Kellar.
The 1851 census showed that Matthew had been born in
Cornwall. A search was initiated through the Cornwall Online
Parish Clerk site for his birth. A baptism was found for
Matthew Kellow in 1768, the son of John and Jane Kellow,
which is most probably for the same man as shown on the
censuses and birth records for his children.
The death certificate for John Callard was finally discovered.
He died at the Workhouse in Charles, Plymouth on 27
December 1877. Cause of death was an aneurism.
Mary’s personal story came to an end in 1893. Samuel Eastman
had died a few years earlier, on 19 April 1890 in Plymouth.
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Whether the variation in spelling of the Kellow/Kellar/Callard
surname started off as differences in pronunciation, or how
record-keepers heard the names cannot be ascertained. n
Wayne has no surname registered but can be contacted at
wayne.shepheard@one-name.org

Newswatch Project
Many of you will have benefitted from information
gleaned under the Guild’s Newswatch project. The
idea of this project is that members volunteer to
‘adopt’ a local newspaper (purchased or freebie)
by checking it for Announcements (Births, Marriages
and Deaths — ‘Hatches, Matches and Despatches’)
concerning Guild names, and sending the details
to the relevant member. Please contact Jim Isard,
newswatch@one-name.org, to volunteer or for more
information.

AGM, Conference and Seminar photos courtesy of Peter Hagger and Rod
Clayburn
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Accidents Will Happen Seminar
Abberley, Worcestershire
24 February 2018
by Julie Gibson (Non-Member)

S

itting with my feet up after an ankle operation I had time
to explore a few avenues of my family tree research
from my ‘go back to later when I have time’ pile, which
included looking to see if anyone was doing a one name study
which linked to my tree. My foray into the GOONS website
showed that there was much more to this association than
I had imagined, including an extensive seminar programme
covering a wide range of subjects and meetings all over the
country! The February meeting was less than an hour’s travel
away from me and in a part of the country where one branch
of my tree originated, so I signed up to attend, reasoning
that even if the seminars were not to my taste I could go and
do some of my own tree research.
A quick drive up the motorway and then a scenic meander
through the Worcestershire countryside took me to Abberley
Village Hall and the seminar ‘Accidents will Happen’.
After being welcomed and issued with a name badge I
investigated some of the material on display around the
room and found that there was indeed someone researching
one of my family names!
The seminar started with the first speaker being introduced.
Helen Ford from the Medical Records Centre at the University

Jackie Depelle introducing w Ford

of Warwick introduced her talk with the motto of the
Industrial Health Education Council formed in 1926 – “It is
better to erect a strong fence at the top of the cliff than to
maintain a working ambulance at the bottom.” Helen talked
us through the evolution of the Health and Safety movement
through the first half of the twentieth century and gave us an
insight into some of the Health, Safety and Welfare materials
held at the MRC. These included statistics of accidents in
various industries and the most dangerous occupations,
including foundry workers melting metal from government
dumps post WW1 which contained bombs, shells, even
mustard gas! Although of course many occupations involved
handling tools, using machinery or carrying loads or dealing
with dangerous chemicals at a time when there were few
Journal of One-Name Studies, July-September 2018

safeguards and no effective protective clothing. Examples of
some Trade Unions records include specific lists of accident
and compensation payments from iron and steel, general
workers, woodworkers, builders, railway workers and textile
workers, from injured thumbs to fatalities.
Organisations were formed to campaign for improved welfare
and health in factories and mines. Conditions and safety
improved over time, as did recording of accidents and claims,
giving a vast quantity of material on health and safety. The
TUC archives alone are over 9000 boxes containing over 800
files on industrial welfare, accidents, accident prevention,
occupational diseases and factory health between 1920 and
1970.
The MRC holds the largest collection of industrial relations
and work-related archives in the UK including nearly 1000
union collections ranging from National Union of Agricultural
and Allied Workers through to the Yorkshire Society of Textile
Craftsmen. It attracts researchers from all over the world,
mostly academics and students but also holds valuable
resources for family history on occupations and union
membership. It is open to the public free of charge, although
you need to make contact beforehand to say which records
you would like to access.. There is no major indexing project
done as yet, but hopefully this will come in the future.
The next talk, ‘Shipwrecked! Ancestors Lost at Sea’ by Dr
Simon Wills. Dr Wills is an extremely knowledgeable and
interesting speaker with three
books to his name. After an
introduction as to who might die
at sea: Royal Navy and merchant
navy personnel including cooks,
engineers, passengers, troops,
fishermen,
lifeboat
men,
coastguards, people working
abroad or emigrating all giving a
strong possibility of an ancestor
travelling by sea, with dangers
to life including a lot of health
hazards as well as accidents and
shipwrecks! By 1900 50% of ships
Dr Simon Wills
were British and shipwrecks were
common. During the period 1867 to 1871 there were 7,062
shipping ‘casualties’ including 2,598 ships lost and 8,807
lives - and this was only on the British coast! TNA has a
research guide to crew lists.
Although ship registration began in 1786, records are not
reasonably complete before 1826. The presentation centred
around three case studies with some excellent slides which,
while entertaining, were a perfect illustration of how to link
research records to add flesh to the bones of your ancestors.
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Case Study 1, Arthur William Ticehurst, born 1835 in Hastings
was, according to a family story, an officer who went down
with his ship in 1866. A search of maritime memorials and
newspapers eventually uncovered the whole story.
Case Study 2: Elizabeth Merryweather born 1870 in
Birmingham was mentioned in a letter as having died on a
voyage to the USA in the 1890s. To put her story together
Dr. Wills demonstrated a comprehensive tour around website
www.wrecksite.eu along with other websites and the
maritime death register.
Case Study 3 was Arthur Algernon Cooper, a merchant navy
seaman born in 1895 and who died in WW2 around Christmas
time. CWGC records and WW2 research including U-boat
records and WW2 convoy documents from TNA all added
together uncovered all the facts.
All the studies gave excellent illustrations of search strategies
and at lunchtime I overheard many members talking to Simon
about seafaring ancestors, all going away with a new track to
investigate. A very comprehensive handout, not only saved
us from having to scribble frantically to try and remember all
the information he gave us but also included a huge amount
of resources and sources to explore. We were left with the
thought ‘no dead ancestor should be allowed to rest!’ and
with all the new resources to follow up, we won’t have time
to rest either!
After an excellent lunch the
afternoon began with Dr
Kathleen Chater introducing us
to the Coroner’s Records, their
uses and their limitations. How
do you know if there may be
a coroner’s inquest relevant
to your search? After 1837 the
obvious clue is to look at the
death certificate to see the
cause of death and who signed
the certificate. Prior to that,
look for clues on records in
county records offices and in
newspapers. If your ancestor
Dr Kathleen Chater
died at sea this would come
under the jurisdiction of the
Admiralty and the inquest would be held at the next port.
TNA also has an online research guide.

sometimes not entirely accurate. Imagine if you can, long
before television was available in your front room, the free
entertainment of a real life soap opera being played out
at the Coroner’s inquest at Ye Olde Tavern! This would be
attended by the coroner, the clerk and the beadle whose job
it was to summon the witnesses, which included the doctor,
the jury who, until 1926, had to view the body with the
coroner and then the onlookers. The verdict was returned
by the jury, many of whom would have known the deceased
and may already have their own ideas the cause of death.
The cause of death opens up a whole new subject from
‘Visitation of God’ to suicide which is apparently a complete
talk in its own right! Maybe one for the Guild to add to their
next programme of seminars!
Dr. Chater had obvious enthusiasm for her subject and her
parting thought for us genealogists was ‘may your ancestors
die in an interesting manner’!
Having been told by the first speaker that railway accidents
were second in number only
to quarrying and mining, Dr
Mike Esbester told us about a
collaborative project, started in
2016, being undertaken by the
University of Portsmouth and
the National Railway Museum
(NRM) to make information
about railway accidents more
widely available. We started
by looking at the case of Henry
James Pingriff who, in 1915
injured his left foot when a
cylinder of gunpowder fell
on it while a railway wagon
Dr Mike Esbester
was being moved. A wealth of
information is available on the
case as it was investigated by the Railway inspectorate of
the Board of Trade which went on to become the Ministry of
Transport in 1919. From approximately 1900 these inspectors
made a series of reports regarding accidents to workers and
these reports form the basis of the ‘Railway Work, Life and
Death’ project. Some information is available at the NA and
also NRM but is hard work to extract relevant information.
The railways industry was one of the largest employers
during the nineteenth and twentieth century and employed
hundreds of thousands of people but prior to 1913 worker
safety was very much put in the hands of the workers
themselves. Between 1900 and 1913, an average of 485
employees were killed and nearly 21,000 injured each year
across the industry as a whole; this figure was rising towards
1913. The ‘Railway Work, Life and Death’ project wants to

The coroner represents the crown, the old name being
‘crowner’ and prior to 1888 was elected or appointed for
life. The coroner’s inquest, if one is available, will probably
give you information not available elsewhere, even if it is
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refocus our attention on these accidents, via the worker
accident reports produced by the Railway Inspectorate, to
make people aware of these reports and the wealth of detail
contained in them as well as making them accessible Their aim
is to provide a resource which would capture the information
in the worker accident reports, be straightforward to use and
be available digitally. Other than making the information in
the accident reports more easily accessible and searchable,
the database also hopes to make it easier to link different
types of document. By cross-referencing with sources such
as the companies’ accident books, newspapers and other
sources it may be possible to build up a bigger picture of the
individuals concerned. Mike concluded by saying this is very
much a pilot project, but that if it proves to be of value,
they hope in the future to expand it to include other Board
of Trade/Ministry of Transport accident reports. This would
of course depend on funds as well as finding a large number
of volunteers to digitise and upload the information.
If you make use of the resource, read the blog or follow on
Twitter please give some feedback to the project team! The
‘Railway Work, Life & Death’ project can be found at
www.railwayaccidents.port.ac.uk
@RWLDproject

Dr Swinfield giving his talk

I travelled on another five miles and found a farmer on a
quad bike who directed me over two fields to a derelict
house where my family lived from some time in the 1700s to
1950s. I managed to take a photograph and am now able to
show my father where his grandfather was born. All in all, a
very successful and fruitful day! n

Our final speaker, Dr Geoff Swinfield, gave a talk on a subject
many of us can probably identify with ‘How DNA ruined my
family tree,’ highlighting the fact that the paper trail and
the DNA trail are not always the same. I am sure that as the
DNA databases expand we will be hearing more on this topic
sometimes reinforcing our research and sometimes opening
whole new avenues – or, of course, rattling a few skeletons
in the cupboard!
At the close of a very interesting and informative day I left
with some fresh ideas for avenues and archives to explore,
as well as a jar of ruby grapefruit marmalade.
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Aims, Methodology and Processes of
a One-Name Study
by Julie Goucher (Member 3925)

T

his article was not really an article at all. It started
out as a ‘quick’ response to a recent question posed
during the Pharos Introduction to One-Name Studies
course1. Since then it has had several tweaks and additions
and turned into what you are reading now, which I hope you
will find useful whether you have just begun your One-Name
journey or have been an avid researcher since the beginning
of the Guild, or anything in between.

many studies do both, including my own. With my studies
there is more emphasis on the reconstruction of families.
Some of my material will never make it to my genealogical
programme of choice (Roots Magic3) without further and
perhaps extensive and challenging research.

The questions were in a response to the question in the course
material: will you keep your One-Name Study material in the
same way as your family history?

Core Data and beyond

Anyone who has ever written to me will know that there is
no such thing as a quick answer as I am rather wordy! As I
responded to the question I realised that I had created what
turned out to be three pages of text. As with anything, this is
about sharing considerations and examples of what works for
some researchers. We can each take elements from others,
that is part of the collaborative and sharing ethos of the
Guild that I love.
So instead of answering one of the questions posted, I
presented a further consideration – What are the aims of
your study? And might your aims perhaps change over time?

Aims
•
•

•

If your aim is simply to collect every known existence
of the surname, then a spreadsheet or database will be
fine.
If your aim is to reconstruct families, in an easy
and concise manner, then you need a family history
programme and I would recommend one of the top three
– Roots Magic, Legacy or Family Historian.
If your aim is to have a website, then it makes sense
to opt for a genealogical programme that will produce
a GEDCOM of your information. From the GEDCOM it
would be easy to create a website either as an HTML site
or my personal favourite, TNG2 (The Next Generation
Software).

If you know for example that you want a website at some
time in the future, then make sure you choose wisely now.
I am a great advocate of index cards but keeping a study on
index cards alone, will mean that establishing a website in
the future will mean a great deal of typing is on the horizon.

Considerations

So your first step is to think of your aims and in doing so:
• What do you want to achieve for yourself?
• What do you want to achieve for others?
I am not suggesting that any - or every - study should be a
collection of data or reconstruction of families, but a great
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Before I explain what, I mean about methodology, let me
quickly address Core Data.

The element of core data will depend on where your
study takes you and where your study’s focal point is, but
essentially it is births, marriages and deaths. Most studies,
even those with surnames that originate in other countries
will find some references in sites such as FreeBMD. My own
Italian ‘Orlando’ study has references in the GRO and others
that took me three years to collect from St Catherine’s
House, took me about three minutes on FreeBMD4.
As I live in England, I decided that my initial core dataset
would be the GRO references, the same for both my
studies. Core data will change, depending on country, as
well as what material is available and accessible. Someone
whose surname appears in Germany for example may find
references in the Stasi records5 or Holocaust files6. Quite
recently, I unexpectedly found three ‘Orlando’ references in
the records of those that perished in Dachau Concentration
Camp7. I recorded those Orlando references and will attempt
to piece together their lives during this year.

When the Members Website Project (MWP8) was approved as
a Guild pilot Project, I knew that eventually I wanted to put
my studies into this project eventually. After surgery, during
which I almost died, I did a huge amount of self-reflection
and viewed the world very differently. At that point I knew
it was not just about sharing our research but also about
preservation. None of us wants our material never to see the
light of day or to be dumped. The MWP meant that I could
empty every folder, file and drawer in the filing cabinet and
put the lot on the website. That would cover the elements
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of sharing and preserving, and I would be able to continue to
work on my studies.

the notes in the spreadsheet. On the next TNG upload the
information on living family members will be suppressed.

For one of my studies there is a tremendous amount of
information in the GRO which meant I was able to download
the information from FreeBMD which took about three
minutes, as I was then able to transfer the CSV file into a
spreadsheet. I use Excel but Google sheets & Libre Office
work just as well. I could check the references that I had
from St Catherine’s House against the download, add in any
extras and discard the paper in the recycling bag.

Having created a family from a marriage I can then track the
family in the various censuses, starting after the marriage,
the children from the GRO and research as above and then
from censuses prior to the marriage. I also check the Guild
website and see if the other party in the marriage is reflected
in another study. Where it is, I often swap information with
the other member. I source the material using the actual
source citation AND I also source the other study: thus you
can pollenate publicity for other studies11.

Next, I had to decide which dataset would be the backbone
of my study – Census or Marriages.

Methodology

The reason I chose one of those is because I wanted to
reconstruct families, so whilst baptisms, occupations, burials
and every record under the sun are great and should be sought
as we build up the life of an individual, the documents that
provide me with an ‘instant’ family are marriage records and
Census records. With a Census you find orphans, servants,
migrants and whilst these are important elements, they
have too many variables for this exact point. I will want all
those other elements too, but just not right now. I made
the decision that the backbone of my study would be the
core record set of marriages and that is the same for other
countries.

My system won’t work for everyone, but you might find that
some of the process helps you develop your own methodology
and processes.

Spreadsheets and Master Spreadsheets
I love spreadsheets which enable me to collect data and hold
individuals there until they become part of a family group.
I often say that spreadsheets are akin to a train station, no
one goes on holiday to a train station, but you might use one
to reach your holiday destination.
The problem with spreadsheets is that they vary greatly
across the data captured which means that you either have a
very wide spreadsheet with different fields or you keep many
different ones.
I opted to keep many different spreadsheets and keep
a Dropbox folder for each study with a folder marked
BMD and vital records containing my FreeBMD and GRO
data, spreadsheets of vital records from various Canadian
Provinces, Australian states and the United States, not to
mention places in Italy.

Taking my FreeBMD download, by now I had added entries
from 1983-2000, I kept the births, marriages and deaths on
different sheets in one workbook. I mixed in variants and
sorted by year. I then added in several additional fields –
Date, Church and Notes at the most sensible places in the
spreadsheet. At the end of the spreadsheet I added in three
additional fields – Certificate Y/N (this means the physical
certificate or information from Marriage Challenges9), added
to Guild indexes and a TNG field. If this field is filled in it
means that the material has been added to Roots Magic and
any certificates and evidences added to TNG.
I build my families from marriages, making the huge
and sweeping generalisation that people marry and then
have children! I either have the marriage certificate, the
information from a Marriage Challenge, one of the datasets
offered by Ancestry or FindMyPast or the Guild Marriage
Index10.
I keep the GRO spreadsheet up to date for marriages,
baptisms and deaths. Just a few months ago I came across
an obituary in Scotland. I looked for a birth and found none
in Scotland so then looked at England and Wales and found
him, adding a comment in the notes field in the baptisms
spreadsheet that the individual died in Scotland in January
2018.
The obituary gave me the details of his wife, parents, brother
and sister along with their spouses. I added the details into
Roots Magic having verified the individuals and making
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Over the years I have ‘perfected’ my master spreadsheet and
what it does: showing me the where, when, who and which
of each spreadsheet.
My master spreadsheet has relatively few fields, name,
date, country, place (this can be state,- or town - specific
if known) and which spreadsheet contains the data. There is
also a Roots Magic (RM) field. This exists so that I can track
whether someone has been added to the programme or not.
As I said earlier, I recently found the ‘Orlando’ references
to Dachau Concentration Camp. Those individuals will sit in
the spreadsheet until I am able to add more substance to the
information. At that point they will be added to RM and the
line in the spreadsheet will become a different colour. When
they are added to Roots Magic I will also upload any images
to TNG under what they call ‘media files’. Usually around the
beginning of the month I export a GEDCOM file from Roots
Magic and upload the same GEDCOM to TNG. I then link the
individuals in TNG to the images and information which I
have loaded to TNG.
This process and methodology suits me, and everyone will
have their own, with whatever name they call it. My process
won’t work for everyone; while it sounds like a lot of work,
it really isn’t. I simply wrote down what I do, which is what
I have described here.
By following this process, it enables me to:
1. Build on the data collected, leading to…
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2.

Reconstructing families (I always draw the family with
a pencil and scrap paper, which helps me to think. I
always date the rough tree). I can note down omissions
or things I need to look out for (children on one census,
but missing from another - marriage, death, migration or
working as a servant.

This has revolutionised the way we do everything, including
our genealogical pursuits. I know it is daunting to look at the
largest pile of paper you have ever seen and think just how it
could get into a genealogical programme: but if you do want
to share your material and preserve it for the future, go for
it, you never know what is around the corner.
If my processes and methodology have helped you or you
have taken elements and perfected your own, I would be
delighted to hear from you. n

References
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
3.
4.
5.

Adding to RM as part of my Reconstruction process.
Uploading the image and material to the website and
uploading the exported GEDCOM and linking people to
the images (what TNG call ‘media’)
Recording citations for the records, where they
are located, where I accessed them and the date. I
believe that my citations should enable me and future
genealogists to follow the paper trail, and that gives my
study a sound methodology.

My TNG sites are very much a work in progress, but there is
no point in having a study and failing to ‘advertise’ it. Create
a profile, devise a website, especially one that is part of
the Members Website Project. You don’t need to have large
amounts of data. As I frequently tell anyone who listens, you
are probably better off not having all the material in the
filing cabinet and starting afresh. If you have not registered
a surname yet, then enter it as a surname interest on the
website.
We have many members who began their studies even before
the idea of the internet existed in the general population.

7.

h t t p s : / / w w w. p h a r o s t u t o r s . c o m / d e t a i l s .
php?coursenumber=901 (accessed 14 April 2018)
http://www.tngsitebuilding.com/ (accessed 14 April 2018)
https://www.rootsmagic.com/ (accessed 14 April 2018)
https://www.freebmd.org.uk/cgi/search.pl (accessed 14
April 2018)

https://www.stasi-mediathek.de/sammlungen/

(accessed 14 April 2018)

https://www.holocaust.cz/en/database-of-victims/

(accessed 14 April 2018)

h t t p s : / / w w w. j e w i s h g e n . o r g / d a t a b a s e s /
holocaust/0050_dachauindexing.html (accessed 14 April

2018)

8.
9.

https://one-name.org/the-members-websitesproject-mwp/ (accessed 14 April 2018)
https://one-name.org/marriage-challenges/ (members

need to be logged in) (accessed 14 April 2018)

10. https://one-name.org/members/DMI/gmi.html

(members need to be logged in) (accessed 14 April 2018)
11. That tip goes to Paul Howes and the Howes ONS www.howesfamilies.
com (accessed 14 April 2018)

Julie is studying three surnames: Butcher with variant
Butchers; Orlando with variants Orlanda, Orlande; and
Worship with variants Worshipe, Worships, Wurship and
can be contacted at julie.goucher@one-name.org

Could you be a Challenger?
The Guild is always looking for Marriage Challengers. If you live fairly close to a county record office and can afford to spend
some time there to help other Guild members with their one-name studies by finding marriage entries, then becoming a
Challenger could be an option.
Even if Ancestry, Findmypast, or FamilySearch have done some indexing, there are likely to be some parts of the county or
some period where a Challenge would still be practicable. You could do a Challenge with a friend or fellow Guild member; a
sense of camaraderie is easily achieved.
Peter Copsey MCG (Marriage Challenge Coordinator) will give advice on what is needed and on any aspect of a Challenge that
is concerning you. Most Challengers find the Challenge a rewarding and interesting experience. Why not send him an email
at marriage-challenge@one-name.org if you think you can contribute.
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“Secret Lives. Hidden Voices of
our Ancestors”
Last chance to book your place

F

our major genealogical organisations in the UK have
come together to host a major family history conference
being held from Friday 31 August to Sunday 2 September
2018 at Jury’s Inn, Hinckley Island Hotel Watling Street,
Hinckley, Leicestershire LE10 3JA .
Bookings for the Secret Lives genealogy conference hosted by
the Association of Genealogists and Researchers in Archives
(AGRA), the Guild of One Name Studies, the Halsted Trust
and the Society of Genealogists are going very well. In fact
they are going so well that very few rooms are left.
The Conference organisers are highly delighted to have sold
the places so quickly but as a consequence we anticipate
that the conference will be fully booked by the end of July.
For the few places that remain, bookings can be made via the
SoG events pages http://www.sog.org.uk/books-courses/
events-courses//category/conferences.
A full three-stream programme of thirty-three fascinating
talks over three days is now published on the conference
website http://secretlives.org.uk/
featuring nationally
and internationally known genealogists and historians,

including Dr Janina Ramirez, Emily Brand, Nick Barratt, Kim
Baldacchino, Sarah Wise, John D Reid, Michelle Patient, Dr
Penny Walters, Janet Few, Angela Buckley, Kirsty Wilkinson
and more.
Lectures are aimed at family historians interested in tracing
ancestors who may be less represented in mainstream
records, whose voices are difficult to hear or who might be
overlooked or indeed elusive. We’ll hear about poverty and
lunacy, soldiers and mutineers, duchesses and fallen women,
divorcees and squatters, slums and manors, witches and
free gentlemen, slaves and spies, monks and infanticide and
more.
Catch up with news and developments on the
conference Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/
secretlives2018/ where you’ll find interviews with some of
our speakers and details about all the talks (which will also
be recorded for delegates so don’t worry if you can’t make
up your minds which talks to listen to on the day)
Follow the SecretLives2018 conference chat on Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest. n

H

elp needed by Library Team. The Guild’s Library Team
is looking for additional volunteers to help with two
activities of the Team.

Book Loans – We have a collection of one-name books which
we advertise on the website and make available to loan to
members - see the webpage https://one-name.org/librarybooks-for-loan/ Someone to take over this activity is sought.
The volunteer will hold the books, so a certain amount of
storage or bookshelf space will be needed. Somebody in the
Hampshire area preferred to simplify transport of books.
Look-ups - There have been a substantial number of new lookup materials offered – see website https://one-name.org/
look-ups/ for an indication of our facility. A volunteer is sought
to help process these offers by adding them to the website.
Please respond to librarian@one-name.org or volunteers@
one-name.org. n
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The 39th Guild Conference and
AGM
‘National Treasures’
March 2018 at Wakefield,
Yorkshire
by Steve Jackson (Member 5617)

A

quick jaunt up the M1 – getting to my second Guild
conference would be a doddle. Or so I thought. Planners
of roadworks had other ideas so my arrival at the venue
on Friday afternoon was rather later than I had hoped. On
the plus side, said venue was just a few minutes’ drive from
the motorway junction and on arrival I was soon checked in
and being guided to my room with a Guild goody bag filled
with very well-chosen items.
I missed the events scheduled for Friday afternoon, but for
the record those ‘on site’ consisted of an Introduction to The
Members’ Websites
WIKI by Jim Benedict,
a presentation on
Mining
Disasters:
Rescue and Recovery
by
Anne
Bradley
(National Coal Mining
Museum),
and
a
General Help Clinic
for informal discussion
between
Guild
members
on
all
things
Jim Benedict with W. Paul Featherstone
one-name. Meanwhile,
for those wishing to dive into the local archive, there was a
visit to the West Yorkshire History Centre.

the
quiz
went
to a tie-breaker,
then another, and
eventually a winning
team emerged and
claimed the victor’s
spoils.
My
team
performed the vital
role of helping to
shore up the lower
part of the league
table.

The Chairman Paul Howes welcoming
everybody to the AGM and Conference

The Guild AGM was the first order of business on Saturday
morning. A chance for members to learn more about what
their Guild does for them, and what they can do for their
Guild. An opportunity to highlight achievements and goals to
work towards. This was the perfect event at which to honour
the outstanding work carried out by Guild members, with
awards for websites, books and articles plus, for sustained
excellence in the art of One-Name Studies, the coveted title
of Master Craftsman of the Guild.

Anne Bradley giving her talk

After the conclusion of the
AGM, Saturday’s conference
presentations kicked off with
David Morris (Archivist, West
Yorkshire History Centre) on The
West Riding Registry of Deeds.
The Yorkshire Registries were
created by an Act of Parliament in
1703 for the “Publick registering
of all deeds, conveyances
and wills” in the West Riding.
More than 300 years later, the
collection is massive: there are
David Morris
over 12,000 memorial volumes,
amounting to 7 million deeds. The
memorials are abstracts of the original documents and as
such they vary in nature and content. They are particularly
useful for family history and house history as they often
include addresses, occupations, family relationships and so
on.

Regular attendees of Guild conference and AGM weekends
knew what was coming after the Friday evening buffet, and
they were not disappointed by the fiendish collection of
questions concocted by quizmaster Alan Moorhouse. I was part
of a team dominated by Yorkshire lads and lasses, so playing
our Joker on the round of Yorkshire-themed questions was
clearly a winning formula, am I right? (Answer: No!) Ultimately

David told us that similar records are held in other archives
across Yorkshire, but noted that “they’re not as good as
they’re not in West Yorkshire”! The Registry of Deeds is
held by West Yorkshire Archive Service (www.wyjs.org.uk/
archive-services/) at their West Yorkshire History Centre.
Other useful records held there include electoral registers,
tithe maps and parish records.
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railways and the people who worked and travelled on them.
Add original engineering drawings, paintings, signs, posters
and hundreds of locomotives and carriages into the mix,
and you can see how the museum helps to bring the family
history of railway ancestors to life.
You can start your exploration of the NRM’s resources via
their website www.railwaymuseum.org.uk. There are also
railway accident records, indexed by volunteers (see www.
railwayaccidents.port.ac.uk), and many records too of
railway workers who fell in WW1 (see http://firstworldwar.
nrm.org.uk/fallen-railwaymen/).

Gary Brannan on his stall for the Archives of Yorkshire

“Divine Inspiration: Family History and Archbishops’
Registers” was the title of our next presentation, delivered
by the inimitable Gary Brannan from the Borthwick Institute
for Archives. Ahead of this talk, Gary was described to me as
“the Peter Kay of the world of archives”. I don’t recall Mr Kay
starting his act with a story based on entries in Archbishops’
registers dating back to the year 1280, but Gary certainly
kept us entertained as he described the contents of these
ancient, name-rich, wide-ranging but largely overlooked
historical sources.
The registers were a record of events taking place during each
Archbishop’s tenure, and although not usually written by the
archbishops themselves their snarky comments sometimes
appear in the margins. “Show your authority” and “Careful,
this story is false” were two examples added by Archbishops
who sought to cast doubt upon the words inscribed in these
volumes.
A staggering fact revealed by research into ordination records
within the registers is that in a three-month period during
the time of the Black Death, 60% of the clergymen died.
What else – and which surnames – await discovery within the
registers’ pages? The Archbishops’ registers from 1225 up to
1650 have been digitised, are partially indexed, and can be
viewed online at archbishopsregisters.york.ac.uk
Next up were Peter Thorpe and Angélique Bonamy of the
National
Railway
Museum in York,
and
Driver,
Draughtman,
Cleaner,
Clerk:
Discovering
your
railway
family
at the National
Railway Museum.
The NRM does not
have many railway
employment records
Angélique Bonamy and Peter Thorpe
(those that survive
are mostly at The National Archives in Kew). But the museum
does have railway company staff magazines (especially from
early 1900s), commemorative certificates, oral histories on
tape, and accident records.
The NRM also holds 4.75 million railway photographs, along
with a marvellous film collection with footage of trains,
Journal of One-Name Studies, July-September 2018

Saturday’s final PowerPoint presentation was Researching
Family & Local History using the Daily Herald Archive. The
National Science and Media Museum in Bradford is probably
not among the places you might think of visiting to find out
more about the lives of your ancestors, or of people in your
one-name study. However the Museum’s Curator of Library

Kirsty Fife delivering her talk

and Archives, Kirsty Fife, was able to ‘put us in the picture’
regarding its family history friendly holdings.
The museum’s collections are of particular relevance to those
with photographers (professional or amateur) and members
of the photographic trade (from inventors to manufacturers
and employees) in their family trees. The library has over
26,000 books and more than a thousand periodicals including
Kodak staff circulars. There are also collections of personal
papers, business records, many photographic collections
from Fox Talbot onwards, and over 5,000 original prints and
negatives plus other artefacts. The term ‘media’ extends
to sound too, with an increasing number of items in the
museum’s care relating to the recording and playback of
sound.
Last but certainly not least, given the title of this talk, is the
Daily Herald Archive. This consists of more than three million
images mainly from 1930 onwards, up to about 1970. Two of
the three sections into which the images are kept are People
(the pictures include photographs of the deceased in the
morgue!) and Places. Many of the items in the collection have
yet to be catalogue and digitised. The third week of every
month is Research Week; online searches can be conducted
at the Museum’s website: www.scienceandmediamuseum.
org.uk
As is traditional, on Saturday evening a reception took
place, followed by the Conference Dinner. The reception
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gave members the opportunity to
meet the Guild’s newly-elected
Chairman, Stephen Daglish, and
after dinner we got to hear from
the Guild’s Patron, York Herald
of Arms Peter O’Donoghue. Peter
began by revealing that he was
inspired to join the College of
Arms by a James Bond film, On
Her Majesty’s Secret Service,
in which Bond attempts to
track down Blofeld through the
College.
Guild Patron Peter O’Donoghue

Peter then gave a fascinating
insight into the work and the history of the College of Arms,
along with some of the personalities behind official titles
like the Blue-mantle Pursuivant. After their visitations ended
in the late seventeenth century the work of the Heralds
focussed more on genealogy, which developed into a field of
study of interest in itself, rather than something reserved for
nobility, in the latter half of the following century.

Regional representatives

total there are 9.3 million records which would fill 100,000
TNT courier boxes, which means there are huge logistical
and cost issues.

In a moment of mischief, Peter suggested that the Guild
might more properly be named the Society for Rare and
Declining Surnames! He did however assure us that he was
proud to be Patron of the Guild, recognising the supportive
nature of what we do and our dedication to genealogical
research.

The preferred option for TNA is digital transfer. The MOD’s
plan is for this to be carried out in three phases from 2019
through to 2048, starting with files for personnel born up to
1916. MOD costs are estimated at around £60 million, for
which funding is being sought; on top of this are the accession
costs for TNA. One final point to note is that the MOD also
holds civilian records (e.g. ordnance factory workers), but
these have not been selected for permanent preservation.

Sunday started with an ecumenical service, which was
much appreciated by those who attended. This was followed
by the first presentation of the day: Eating the Elephant –
Records Management and Service Personnel Records in the
UK Ministry of Defence. The MOD’s Paul Stevenson began by
outlining the different types of records kept and how these
varied between and within the different services. The record
types are attestation, record of service, medical/conduct/
training, and ‘other’ – which forms the largest proportion.
Army records fall into two categories: Officers, and Other
Ranks, with the former typically containing four times as
many pages (60-80) as the latter. For the RAF a Summary
Card is often all that is available, but pre-1953 there should
be a file of 40-50 pages. Navy records vary, with a mixture of
formats in the personnel files.

A familiar source of information on our ancestors and
surname-bearers is The London
Gazette (and its counterparts
published in Edinburgh and
Belfast). I’m fairly sure that
I am not the only one who has
found it more difficult to track
down what I’m looking for in the
Gazette’s online pages since the
revamped website was launched
a while back. Searching The
Gazette, a talk by Brian
Bush (Business Development
Manager), was therefore very
welcome.
Brian Bush

Paul observed that the record of service is the document
where the gap between reality and family historians’
expectation is the greatest. The information recorded is
minimal, and this has to be used in conjunction with other
records to get a more complete picture of an individual’s
service. Documents falling into the ‘other’ category tend
to be more useful, although they can also be frustrating.
Surprises can turn up in service personnel records, not all
of which are welcome – these include other spouses, and
unexpected children.

Brian provided a useful overview of the range of notices
published in The Gazette (military information, elopement
notices, name changes, honours, naturalisations, insolvency
notices, wills / probate, and more besides) and the
different options available for searching. Helpful articles
on The Gazette’s website (www.thegazette.co.uk) were
highlighted, as was an online video entitled ‘Searching The
Gazette’.

Finally Paul looked at the transfer of personnel files to The
National Archives (TNA). Guidelines for transferring these
files address the issues of selection (not all records are
automatically transferred), business use (which may require
longer retention of documents), and sensitivity (typically
records are not transferred until 100 years from the subject’s
date of birth have elapsed). In theory, many files should
already have been transferred to TNA – the stumbling block
has been the sheer quantity of the records in question. In
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I was interested to learn that not all of the Gazette’s issues can
be found online (missing editions are listed on the website).
It is hoped that the ongoing indexing of another archive’s
library of Gazettes will reveal some of the issues which have
gone ‘AWOL’. In reply to a question from the audience about
crowd-sourcing corrections of OCR-generated text (as is
done on the Australian newspaper website Trove), Brian said
that this is a possibility as ways of improving accessibility are
being considered.
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Brian was followed by Angela
Haighton, Head of the National
Fairground and Circus Archive &
Digital Humanities at Sheffield
University Library. Coverage of
what was originally the National
Fairground Archive has grown and
now extends not only to circuses
but also to Wild West shows,
menageries
and
performing
animals (and campaigns against
them), magic acts, music hall,
variety and pleasure gardens.
The Archive holds posters,
Angela Haighton
programmes, photos, films, family
archives and more relating to these various entertainments
and those who worked in them. Among some of the examples
shown, ‘Baldwin’s Parachuting Cat’ in particular caught my
attention! Another act involving a parachuting donkey was
the subject of an RSPCA prosecution.
The Archive is now working on the preservation/conservation
of its holdings, digitisation, and taking ‘born digital’
materials. Indexes and finding aids available online (www.
sheffield.ac.uk/nfca), along with 80,000+ digitised items. If
you are looking for surnames, some are better represented
than others and you are really in luck if you’re seeking
Shufflebottoms! But even if you draw a blank when searching
for a particular name, if you have someone who was involved
in fairgrounds, circuses and the like, the Archive can give you
a taste of what their life would have been like.

St Pancras in London is The British Library’s main site.
Forthcoming exhibitions there including one on James Cook
(now on, at the time of writing) were highlighted, and we
were advised to watch out for Alan Partridge (Steve Coogan)
who had been filmed at the Library for a TV programme to
be aired later in 2018. The Boston Spa facility is not one to
be neglected however, as 85% of the materials held at St
Pancras are now available for ordering and viewing at this
northern venue in addition to the newspaper holdings – and
for those keen on celebrity connections, Keira Knightly was
filmed on the site for the film National Secrets! For more
information on getting to and making the most of the British
Library at Boston Spa, see www.bl.uk/visit/reading-rooms/
boston-spa.
And with that, the Guild Conference was over. A wonderfully
informative weekend at which we learned about some
well-known (and many less well-known) national treasures,
most of which were located nearby within Yorkshire. It was
a great weekend too for networking (or just chinwagging!)
with fellow one-namers. Thank you and well done to the
organisers for planning and coordinating such an excellent
event. Next year’s conference, the Guild’s 40th, will be held
at Leicester – will I see you there? n
Steve is studying the surname
Atcherley with variants Acherley,
Atcherly and can be contacted at
atcherley@one-name.org

President Derek Palgrave and Chairman
Paul Howes

Ben Sanderson delivering his talk

Sunday’s syllabus was completed by The British Library at
Boston Spa – A National Resource. From Ben Sanderson,
Head of Press and Communications, we learned that the
British Library has a staggering 150 million items (books,
journals, newspapers, maps, manuscripts and sound
recordings) spanning 3,000 years and in almost every written
language. The purpose-built Boston Spa facility (which is a
five-minute drive away from the A1 at Wetherby, and not
actually sited at Boston Spa!) houses the library’s collection
of newspapers. Kept at a temperature of 14 degrees Celsius
and a humidity of 55%, there are 750 million-plus pages here
in total, 25 million (and counting) of which are online at the
British Newspaper Archive (www.britishnewspaperarchive.
co.uk).
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Conference organisers - David Burgess, Jackie Depelle and W. Paul
Featherstone
W. Paul
Featherstone &
Jackie Depelle
with Chris
Braund & Janet
Few who were
on duty on the
Welcome Desk
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Connected Lines:
Dr Joe Flood & Sue Horsman
by Karen Heenan-Davies (Member 6760)

F

or our Connected Lines series this quarter, two Guild
members share insights about their studies and their
approach to surname research.

Dr Joe Flood, member 4583, hails from Australia. He joined
the Guild ten years ago with the registered surnames of Coad
and Blood. An article about DNA for the Guild journal won
him a Guild Excellence Award in 2015.
Sue Horsman has been a Guild member since 2000 (member
3446) with the registered surnames of Horsman and
Horseman. Her geographic focus is on the UK though she
follows her name holders as they move overseas. She was
the regional representative for Northumberland in the UK
from 2011 until 2015. Sue won a Guild Excellence award in
2015 for her website www.horsmanstudy.info.

Dr Joe Flood
Q. What’s the current status
of your studies?

COAD is pretty much “complete” in
the sense there’s a published book of
700 pages which spells out everything
there is to know about the surname.
The BLOOD study is somewhat less
developed. I’ve mostly only covered
the half-dozen British lines and not in
great detail after about 1910. Also I
have not been able to get hold of DNA
from most of these separate lines.

Q. Paper hoarder or computer fan - which are
you?
My studies are almost paperless.

Q. What’s been your greatest/most satisfying
achievement in your study?
‘Unravelling the Coads’ and working out how thirteen
distinct lines were related to each other! I had many Eureka
moments during that process.

Q. What approach have you usesd that you
found worked particularly well?

I constructed family trees and then did a comprehensive DNA
study which involved testing each 8th cousin.

Q. What has been your number one challenge
with your studies over the years?

‘Unravelling the Coads’! Unrelated lines ended up in the
same place at the same time a dozen times over! Also a
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challenge was getting key players to give DNA. That required
major ‘people skills’ in some cases.

Q. Have you made any mistakes along the
way?
Well yes… I presumed the line of John Job Coad, which
included famous generals and successful people, was a
farming William Coad of the Brannel line because he came
from St Mewan. I published that information but then I got
DNA from a member (with some coaxing) and found out they
were actually my own cousins, miners, descended from a
different William Coad that had gone to the Apolgooth mine
in St Mewan. So I had to produce another edition of the book.

Q. Have you developed any particular
interests during your study?

I became pretty expert on DNA, started the CORNWALL group
that now has 580 members, and I created a couple of branch
projects. I’m probably as literate as anyone on Y-DNA now.

Q. If you were to start your study all over
again, what would you do differently?
Do the 1851 England and Wales census before the 1841
census - the former records places of birth.

Q. What’s your number one tool for research?
Hmm – I use the following sites extensively – COPC (Cornwall
Online Parish Registers1), Family Search, FreeBMD and
sometimes Ancestry and others. However, frankly, my
number one tool is probably email. I maintain a big network
of contacts.

Q. What one piece of advice would you give to
someone just starting out on their own study?
If you have anything but a very small project do make use
of other people’s work and put yourself at the top of the
network, hooking it all together,

Q. Who has been the most interesting
individual you have discovered via your
study?

There are dozens – but probably Edward Coode III, Cornwall’s
most humble king and ultimate low-key bureaucrat. Until he
retired in the 1840s, he did the work of five men: clerk of the
peace, treasurer, undersheriff, solicitor extraordinary to the
gentry and banker. He brought his family from minor gentry
status to the richest family in Cornwall, started a legal firm
that persists to the present and he and his sons managed the
county almost single handed for sixty years.
1

Cornwall Online Parish Clerks Database is at:

http://www.cornwall-opc-database.org/search-database/
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As I said in my book: “There are no statues or memorials
to Coode or places named after him and he received no
honours or awards. He did not build anything, apart from
his own firm, create new laws, or visibly change anything.
What he did do was create a unique model of public-private
management for Cornwall which was sustained by his family
for most of the 19th century.”

Q. What software programme do you use?
Winfamily 6.0 (free though defunct) and Excel.

I concentrate on constructing family trees, which in my mind
is the ‘Analysis’ element of the Seven Pillars of Wisdom. I’m
still not sure what the ‘Synthesis’ pillar is all about. I’m sure
that when people contact me, they are more interested in
what I know about ‘their’ Hors(e)man ancestors, than how
many thousand records I have collected.
Setting up a Guild profile, and subsequently my web site was
very important as both increased the number of people who
made contact.

Q. Any tips for someone who wants to create Q.What has been your number one challenge
with your study over the years?
a website/blog to support their studies
I have used Rootsweb World Connect to publish my trees
because it is very easy to maintain multiple trees and to
update them and because (foolishly) I presumed that being
free it would attract many more viewers than paid sites. I
found Blogger to be very worthwhile and published many
interesting articles there (http://coadcoode.blogspot.
co.uk/) including a good part of my book – it’s had over
100,000 hits. Unfortunately with the Google takeover I can
no longer access it.

Sue Horsman

Initially when I was working my challenge was that I didn’t
have enough time, but now I’m retired it’s the distance and
cost of visiting archives in other parts of the country. Also
trying not to get side-tracked!

Q. Have you made any mistakes along the
way?

When I created my GRO BMD database, I kept the spouse
name as a single field. I wish I had created separate fields
for forename and surname. It’s too much like hard work to
sort it now.

Q. Why did you decide to Q. As you’ve done your study have you
start doing a one-name developed any particular interests?
I love wills. The year I retired I did a 10-week palaeography
study?

It sort of ‘just happened’. Looking
for John Horseman, my brick wall
ancestor, led me to trawl all the local
parish registers in the Ripon area of
Yorkshire. My search expanded from
that county and I found other Hors(e)
man families. Suddenly I found I was
doing a one-name study.

Q. What’s the current status of the study?

I’ve still got a long way to go. I have trees for a lot of the UK
families, but research ‘Down Under’ and ‘Across the Pond’
isn’t easy, so I tend only to do that when I follow a family
which has emigrated.

Q. Paper hoarder or computer fan - which are
you?

course and it was invaluable

Q. What’s your number one tool you use in
your research?

I think it’s my databases and family tree programme, which
I use daily. And obviously the online records from FMP and
Ancestry. However, the latter does lead to information
overload.

Q Any advice for someone just starting out on
their own study?

Keep good records of your contacts, and get a postal
address. People move less frequently than they change
email addresses. It’s so frustrating when you discover more
information about a family, and emails to a contact vanish
into the ether.

A bit of both. My database and family trees are stored on
my computer, but I still have paper copies of parish register
originals and transcripts, marriage licences and wills. I wish
I could justify buying a multi sheet feed scanner. I got rid of
most of my hand-written census transcripts several years ago
as they are now available on line and I’d not looked at them
since I entered the data. I still have a file of early transcripts
for people who I can’t identify.

Q. Who has been the most interesting
individual you have discovered via your
study?

Q. What’s been your greatest/most satisfying
achievement in your study?

Brother’s Keeper, which is a shareware program for my family
trees, and a geriatric copy of Lotus Approach for my database.
I sometimes also download data into Excel spreadsheets so I
can colour code the families to analyse them.

It has to be personally creating my website, but also helping
many other people to learn more about their Hors(e)man
ancestry.

Q. What approach did you use that you found
worked particularly well?
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It has to be my dad, as it was he who started me of on this
marathon task. Family history bored me to tears when I was
dragged along as a teenager, but now my ONS is an addiction.

Q. What software do you use?

Q. Any tips for someone who wants to create
a website/blog to support their studies?
Think about what you want to achieve. Some people want to
load all their data whereas I prefer to summarise by family.
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The Guild Members Website Project has many options. Sadly
the option I would have chosen was not available when I
created my website, so I had to do my own thing.

Make the Connection

If you have any questions for our two members please contact
them via coad@one-name.org for Joe and horsman@onename.org for Sue.n

If you’d like to be
featured in a future
Connected Lines
interview, please contact
Guild member Karen
Heenan-Davies via
heenan@one-name.org

Surviving Mother Nature’s Tests:
The effects climate change and other natural
phenomena have had on the lives of our ancestors
(with examples from the British Isles)
by Wayne Shepheard (Member 6744)

D

ear Friends and Colleagues,

I have written a new book that combines my training
and expertise in Earth science (geology) with my
experiences and research in genealogy.
Surviving Mother Nature’s Tests relates many examples of
situations observed in nature – primarily from the British
Isles, but applicable everywhere – to the lives of families
who experienced or endured them during the past several
centuries. Descriptions of many types of natural phenomena
are presented along with numerous references to publications
in which readers may find much more information as to their
origin and impact on people.

You can find out more about the book on the publisher’s website
(below) or on my blog post at Discover Genealogy (http://
discovergenealogy.blogspot.ca/). I hope you will take a look.
Surviving Mother Nature’s Tests is available from Unlock the
Past and Gould Genealogy & History (Australia) in both print:
https://www.gould.com.au/surviving-mother-natures-teststhe-effects-climate-change-and-other-natural-phenomenahave-had-on-the-lives-of-our-ancestors-overseas/
utpm004-1/
and
PDF
format:
https://www.gen-ebooks.com/
surviving-mother-natures-tests-the-effects-climate-changeand-other-natural-phenomena-have-had-on-the-lives-ofour-ancestors.html

Information presented will be of interest to those who want
an introduction to the causes and effects of climate change.
Family historians will gain knowledge about how such processes
significantly affected generations of people during the past
several centuries.
As the title suggests, the book summarizes different natural
phenomena, the time periods in which they occurred and
explanations of how people survived the particular tests
imposed on them by Mother Nature. Some natural events,
such as climate change, have played out over centuries;
others, including major storms or floods, have caused damage
and death in just hours. Many incidents concerning natural
phenomena have altered lives and livelihoods, disrupted
normal activities and, in many instances, forced people to
change their way of life or move.
Mother Nature has constantly been testing humans with a
variety of natural phenomena. Studies of family history are not
complete without consideration of the environs in which our
ancestors lived. Mostly only strong and resourceful people – or
in some cases, the luckiest ones – lasted through the many
alterations of their physical surroundings.
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In Memory of...
by Julie Goucher (Guild Secretary)

O

ne of the sad tasks as Secretary is sending notes of
condolence to the families of deceased members.
The names of deceased members are also added into
the Chairman’s address at conference and we pause for a
moment in their memory.
Below is the list of members who have passed away during
the last year and whose death we have been notified of in
First name

Surname

the year leading up to the AGM in March. This list formed
part of the Chairman’s address at the Wakefield Conference.
Please note I have provided the membership number and
location of the former member in case we have members
with an identical name as someone on this list. n

Membership Number

Location

John

Blake

5691

West Yorkshire, England

Jill

Coles

3760

Lancashire, England

Silvia

Gillain

4435

Hampshire, England

John

Heritage

67

Berkshire, England

Peter W

Hoade

4637

Buckinghamshire, England

Ruth E

Jopling

205

Lesmurdie, Western Australia

Alan J

Le Boutillier

4309

Essex, England

Paul

Loader

6683

Queensland, Australia

Ronald

Lindsay

5345

California, United States

Donald G

Lynall

Roy
Molly D

91

Dorset, England

Maybank

1194

Essex, England

Rickwood

4626

Surrey, England

Keith

Salkend

3236

Worcestershire, England

Chris

Shallcross

7731

Norfolk, England

David A

Shrapnell

121

Somerset, England

Cynthia

Wells

6372

North Carolina, United States

Guild Conference and AGM
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Three Generations of a
Marches Family: Part Two
by Dr Colin Stevenson (Member 2887)

T

he Mayor was escorted home after ‘a friendly bumper’
and singing of ‘Auld Lang Syne’.

Before 1891 for reasons unknown Alfred and Caroline
gave up their life in England and migrated to the antipodes.
They have not been found in passenger lists but from Alfred’s
obituary we know that he was ‘an apple grower on a big scale
in Tasmania’. The couple’s only child was born in New Zealand
in 1898.
They returned to England in 1905, not to Alnwick but to Bath.
In 1911 Alfred is described as a retired solicitor so did not return
to legal work. He owned some lawn tennis courts and did some
work for the local World War One War Savings Committee. His
residence in Bath was Tennyson Cottage, a coincidence or was
he introduced to the poet by his brother? It was there that he
died in 1945 aged ninety-two. Caroline died there in 1847 aged
ninety-one.
Alfred and Caroline Monnington had the following child:
•

Niree Joan Monnington (1898 – 1992)

Herbert Edward Monnington 1857–1920

Herbert Edward Monnington, youngest son of George was
born in 1857 at Bitteswell, and baptised there by his father
on 11 October of that year. Nothing is known of his education
but in 1871, when he might have been expected to have
been away at school, he was living at home. This suggests
that he was home-educated or attended school locally. In
1881 still living with his parents in Enfield his occupation
is given as stock exchange clerk. His occupation in 1891
while living in Croydon with his mother was ‘Stock Broker
Agent’. It is unclear exactly what role this was but in 1885
he had completed an application to become a member of
the Stock Exchange but the application also bears a stamp
‘Clerk to Mr Frank H Cripps’ suggesting that he was or had
completed training in a junior post. In 1892 he sought reelection to the Stock Exchange where he stated that he was
in partnership with ‘William Cohn Campbell Romaine’ that
he carried on business as a ‘jobber’ and that he had two
clerks one of whom was a member [of the Stock Exchange].
A jobber was a market maker maintaining shares on his books
and buying and selling to create market liquidity matching
investors’ orders through the investors’ brokers, the brokers
themselves not being allowed to make markets. He was reelected in 1896 and again in 1901 but in this year no details
of any partnership or specific business is given just his home
address.
By 1911 he was a boarder at Church Town Farm, Bridgerule near
Holsworthy, Devon with the Bowden family described as living
on private means. It seems he had taken early retirement.
Herbert died in 1920 aged sixty-three at Stratton near Bude,
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Cornwall. Perhaps ill health had been the reason for his early
retirement. He never married.

The Third Generation

George Monnington’s six sons produced only three sons
of their own but they continued to be high achievers and
adventurers.

Dr Richard Caldecott Monnington 1877–1971

Richard Caldecott Monnington, only son of Thomas Pateshall
Monnington, was born on 13 June 1877 at Letcombe Basset,
Berkshire. He attended Penrith Grammar School between
1888 and 1889 but according to the school records was
removed due to ill-health. He was sent to Malvern College
in Worcestershire. The school had been founded in 1865 and
was perhaps chosen because of its setting in large grounds
in the then fashionable spa town where the air and waters
might have improved the health of a sickly child. However in
January 1894 he was admitted to Carlisle Grammar School.
He left the following year and in October 1895 began his
studies at Edinburgh University Medical School. He graduated
MB ChB in 1902.
His medical career is summarised in the 1940 Medical
Directory and other sources. He gained the Diploma in Public
Health at Edinburgh in 1905 and at some unknown time was
District Inspector for the Department of Public Health of
the Government of Egypt. He was an assistant physician at
Edinburgh City Hospital, probably soon after qualification.
In 1907 he submitted a thesis, The Treatment of Accidental
Haemorrhage Based on General Principles and on the Study of
200 Cases, and was awarded the degree of MD at Edinburgh.
The University has recently made available for download
digitised versions of theses and so it is available to read. The
subject is obstetrics, concerning cases of what would now be
termed placental abruption when the placenta separates from
the uterus before birth. Interestingly the study is essentially
a literature review and a review of cases from hospitals in
Edinburgh, Glasgow, London and Dublin but it is unclear if
Richard was actually involved in the management of any of
them. He does refer to holding the appointment of External
Assistant at the Coombe Lying-in Hospital in Dublin and in
acknowledging access to records of the Royal Maternity and
Simpson Memorial Hospital notes ‘where was made my first
introduction to practical midwifery’, presumably a reference
to his undergraduate training. His career then seems to have
turned to psychiatry. He held the posts of Assistant Medical
Officer at Norfolk County Asylum, Acting Superintendent of
Saughton Hall Asylum, Edinburgh and in 1911 was Medical
Superintendent of Laverstock House Asylum, Salisbury. In 1913
he gained the Diploma in Psychological Medicine. In 1914 he
enlisted as a Lieutenant in the Royal Army Medical Corps being
promoted to Captain in December 1915. Unfortunately his
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army records appear to be amongst those lost to fire so no
details are known of his war service. He retired from the Army
in 1919 and then continued to practise in Salisbury where he
held appointments as Senior Honorary Physician to Salisbury
General Infirmary, Physician (Heart and Nervous Disorders)
Wiltshire County Council and Medical Superintendent of
Salisbury Joint Isolation Hospital. He was a Fellow of the Royal
Society of Medicine and a member of the Medico-Psychological
Association, which subsequently became the Royal College of
Psychiatrists. It is not known when Richard retired but it is
unlikely that he worked in the NHS as he would have been 71
in 1948. What is particularly impressive today is the wide range
of Richard’s professional work.
Despite his busy professional life it is known from passenger
lists that Richard sailed first class to New York in 1905, whether
this was for work or pleasure is unknown. He married Margaret
Helen Curwen in 1907 at Frome, Somerset. The couple had
probably met in Edinburgh where Margaret’s brother had
also studied medicine while the family were living in the
city. Margaret died in 1912 at Exeter, Devon and was buried
at Heavitree Church on 6 November, the ceremony being
conducted by her father-in-law.
After leaving the Army, Richard married Anne Wilkinson in 1919
at Penrith. In 1934 Richard was named as co-respondent in a
divorce case but during the trial the charge was withdrawn
and Richard was dismissed without a stain on his character and
with costs. Richard and Anne Wilkinson were living in Salisbury
in September 1939 and Anne died there in 1951. Richard died
in 1971 at Salisbury aged ninety-four. He had a daughter from
each of his marriages.

Meredith Monnington 1901-1988

Meredith Monnington, elder son of Walter Monnington, was
born on 2 April 1901 in Paddington, London. His birth appears
in the GRO index as ‘male’ with no forename, such entries
are usually paired with a death entry indicating an early
neo-natal death but not in this case. There is no information
concerning his education, in 1911 he was living with his
parents and brother at Seaford, Sussex. Meredith entered
the world of business moving between England and what was
Ceylon, now Sri Lanka in the tea production industry.
He married Lilian Lindsay Thyne on 4 July 1935 in St Peters
Garrison Church, Colombo, Ceylon. Lilian was a member of a
family with houses in both Colombo and Crowhurst, Sussex.
There was one son from the marriage born in Colombo in 1936
and coming to England with his parents just before the death of
Meredith’s father. Lilian and her son are recorded as returning
to England in July 1939 perhaps because of the deteriorating
international situation. The boy went to Jamaica with his
nurse in July 1940 for the duration returning in March 1946.
The marriage was dissolved and Lilian remarried in 1949. It is
unknown how and where Meredith spent the war but he was
known to have a residence in London in 1947. In April 1952 he
was elected vice-president of Ceylon Association in London.
He remarried in March 1953 in London to Kathleen Rowley
Elliston. Kathleen known as Kitty was the daughter of a
barrister, an artist who had studied at the Camberwell School
of Art and later worked at the Slade School of Art and exhibited
at the Royal Academy. It is likely that Meredith was introduced
to her by his brother who was a prominent artist. Kitty died in
1993 at Orford, Suffolk.
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Meredith continued to spend time between Sri Lanka and
England being elected President of Ceylon Association in
London for several years during the 1950s. In the 1960s he was
Chairman of Ouvah Ceylon Tea Investments Limited. In 1970
as Chairman of Ouvah Highfields, tea producers, he refuted
criticism of Brooke Bond Oxo the largest UK tea distributers by
the Prices and Incomes Board for increasing tea prices citing
increased production costs. Meredith died on 3 April 1988 at
Orford, Suffolk.

Sir Walter Thomas Monnington 1902–1976

Walter Thomas Monnington usually known as Thomas or Tom,
younger son of Walter Monnington, was born on 2 October
1902 at Westminster, London and baptised on 14 December
1902 at St Matthew, Great Peter Street, Westminster.
His education at Brunswick School, Haywards Heath was
interrupted by ill health, being taken out of school with
heart problems he spent time drawing. He also had a spell at
a farm school in Herefordshire.
He attended the Slade School of Art from 1918 and specialised
in decorative painting winning a scholarship to study further
at the British School in Rome. Henry Tonks, anatomist and
surgeon turned artist, taught Thomas at the Slade influencing
him to draw objectively. While in Rome Thomas admired and
was influenced by the fifteenth century Italian painter Piero
della Francesca particularly his use of muted colours and
geometric design. Thomas produced Allegory during his time in
Rome which was purchased for the Tate by the Contemporary
Art Society.
While in Rome Thomas met and married Winifred Margaret
Knights, a fellow artist a few years his senior at the Slade and
at the British School. Her scholarship work The Deluge, now
at the Tate was critically acclaimed and while in Rome she
completed The Marriage at Cana, now at the Museum of New
Zealand.
Thomas and Winifred returned to England in December 1925
where Thomas taught part-time at the Royal College of Art
and later at the Royal Academy Schools. He collaborated on
decorative schemes for St Stephen’s Hall, Westminster and the
Bank of England. Following his election as an Associate of the
Royal Academy he was commissioned to undertake portraits of
a number of prominent individuals including pencil drawings of
Sir James (J M) Barrie, novelist and playwright, and Sir Joseph (J
J) Thomson, Nobel Prize winning physicist, both in the National
Portrait Gallery collection and an oil on canvas of Admiral John
Jellicoe (1st Earl Jellicoe) at the National Maritime Museum.
He also received a commission from the Master and Fellows of
Trinity College Cambridge to paint a portrait in oils of Stanley
Baldwin (1st Earl Baldwin of Bewdley), Prime Minister, in the
robes of Chancellor of Cambridge University. It was subscribed
by old members of the college and initially hung in the Great
Hall but is now in the Wren Library.
Thomas and Winifred had lived for many years in a flat in the
Chelsea house of their teacher Henry Tonks but upon Tonks’
death in 1937 they moved to Groombridge, Sussex. In 1938
Thomas was elected a Royal Academician but in 1939 he
joined in the preparations for war in the Ministry of Defence
camouflage team. From 1943 he was an official war artist flying
with the RAF on training missions and over Germany as well as
producing drawings of radar equipment in Holland.
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Winifred died on 7 February 1947 in London from a brain
tumour having separated from Thomas in 1946. An exhibition
of her work was held at Dulwich Picture Gallery in June 2016
part of a series on ‘critically neglected modern British artists’
much of her work never having been seen by the public before.
Thomas married Evelyn Janet Hunt, described in 1939 as artist
(textile designer), in December 1947. Despite teaching at
Camberwell School of Art and the Slade, it took some time for
Thomas to produce significant works after the war but when
he did they were in many ways very different from his previous
style. In 1953 he received a commission for a painted ceiling,
one of the largest in the country, for the conference hall of
the new Bristol Council House. Completed in 1956 a geometric
design in pastel shades it is symbolic of twentieth century
progress in science and technology drawing inspiration from
physics, biochemistry, electronics and aeronautics. His later
output was mostly of geometric works including Square Design
purchased for the Tate. The ceiling of the Chapel of Exeter
University Solids in Space was another abstract reflection of
science. Thomas was elected as a Fellow of University College,
London in 1957.
In December 1966 Thomas was elected President of the Royal
Academy and received a knighthood the following year. He was
frequently mentioned in national newspapers in connection
with his duties at the Academy particularly as he was in office
for the bicentenary of the Academy in 1968 and a number of
important exhibitions. He was re-elected annually until his
death on 7 January 1976. A memorial service was held at St
James’s Piccadilly on 4 February. Evelyn died in January 2001.

Thomas had one son from each marriage.
Images of many of the works of Thomas Monnington and
Winifred Knights can be viewed online. Space does not permit
me to list all my sources, which may be found on my website,
but I must acknowledge the entry for Sir Thomas Monnington in
the Dictionary of National Biography 1971–1980 by Judy Egerton
and the review of the Royal Academy exhibition of his paintings
and drawings by William Gaunt published in The Times on 21
October 1977.

Conclusion

If we look a little wider than our immediate ancestors we
may find distant relatives who had interesting lives we
would otherwise not have known about. This is just one of
the benefits of a one-name study. I recommend anyone with
an interest in family history to visit the Guild of One-Name
Studies website, http://one-name.org/, to see if a member
is studying a surname in their ancestry. Members will always
be interested to hear from you. You may also be interested
in doing a study yourself. n
There is much more information about Monningtons and sources
for my work above will be found on my study website, http://
monnington.one-name.net/
Colin is studying the surname Monnington with variant
Monington and can be contacted at colin.stevenson@
one-name.org

Trade & Industry Seminar
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Trade and Industry Seminar
National Glass Centre, Sunderland
12 May 2018
by Catherine Meades (Non-Member)

W

hen I first saw this seminar advertised I was really
excited. I have lived and worked in the North East
for over fourteen years – including in a business
related to the area’s shipbuilding industry – so this would be
the perfect opportunity to get a better understanding of the
industrial heritage of the area.
I have visited the National Glass Centre before and it is a
terrific venue on the banks of the river Wear. There was even
an example of a large ship moored across the river to add to
the authenticity of the atmosphere.

Mining Durham’s Hidden Depths

The first speaker was Gill Parkes, Principal Archivist at
Durham Record Office (DRO). Gill provided an update on the
Mining Durham’s Hidden Depth
project which in October 2009
started indexing the names in the
mining industry resources at DRO.
By May 2018 this volunteer-based
project had created a database
of over 225,000 names which are
searchable online. In addition to
name, the database has a wide
range of search criteria based on
drop-down lists. These include
age, occupation, colliery, date
and event. Details of accidents,
industrial illness, and honours
Gill Parkes
and awards are included.

Shipbuilding collections at Tyne & Wear
Archives
Carolyn Ball, Discovery Museum and Archives Manager,
began her presentation by briefly
explaining the history of the Tyne
and Wear Archive (TWA) which
owes its origin to the “county”
of Tyne and Wear which was
created in 1974 and abolished in
1986. Despite the fact that “Tyne
and Wear” no longer exists as
an authority, the TWA goes from
strength to strength and those
who research regularly in the
area quickly learn which records
are likely to be in which archive!
Carolyn Ball

A brief history of shipbuilding in
the region – and particularly in
Sunderland – followed. At one time Sunderland was “the
greatest shipbuilding port in the world” and in the 1850s a
third of the UK’s tonnage was built in Sunderland.
TWA holds the records of many of the shipbuilding companies
from the region including a number of major Sunderland
yards which were discussed in more detail:

The original document can be viewed at the DRO or a copy
can be obtained from them. A linked database also provides
information on the collieries and access to maps, both
current and historical:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

http://www.durhamrecordoffice.org.uk/article/10531/
Search-Durhams-Hidden-Depths

The records date from the early nineteenth century to c.1990
as shipbuilding on the Wear finally ended in 1988.

http://www.durhamrecordoffice.org.uk/article/10530/
Search-Durham-Collieries

Glassmaking in Sunderland: A short history
and a Glassman’s tale

If 225,000 names in the Hidden Depths database isn’t enough
to get all those one-namers salivating, it was also pointed
out at the end of the presentation that the County Durham
Land Tax records have also been indexed with the names of
owners and occupiers, providing a further 220,000+ names.
These can be searched via the main DRO catalogue:
http://www.durhamrecordoffice.org.uk/article/10527/
Search-the-Catalogue

Peter Wood’s very interesting presentation told the history
of glassmaking in Sunderland as illustrated by the lives of his
own ancestors.
Glassmaking in Sunderland started at the beginning of the
eighteenth century when the Newcastle Guilds prevented
new factories being opened there.
Glass making in Sunderland was focused in three main areas:
•
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Austin and Pickersgill Ltd.
Bartram and Sons Ltd.
John Crown and Sons Ltd.
William Doxford and Sons Ltd.
Joseph L. Thompson and Sons Ltd,
Short Brothers
Sir James Laing and Sons Ltd.
North East Shipbuilders Ltd.

Bottles
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•
Tableware – ranging from
“cheap” pressed glass made in
moulds to the highest quality cut
and engraved glass.
•
Window glass

Peter Wood

The glass making industry in
Sunderland declined during the
last thirty years of the eighteenth
century. However, Sunderlandbased James A. Jobling obtained
the contract for manufacture of
Pyrex, which they continued until
as recently as 2007.

Peter then presented the story of his great-great-grandfather,
John Wood, born in Sunderland in 1802. By the time two of
John’s sons were baptised in 1830 he was a “glass man”. At
other times he was variously described as a bottle maker
(finisher), bottle glass blower, glass maker and, on his death
certificate, a fire teazer. A teazer was the man responsible
for the furnaces. John’s son, William Septimus Wood followed
him into the industry.

What’s in a name?

This session was a report on a project on the street names of
Sunderland given by Stuart Miller, the Project Manager.
Stuart first described how
street names can be indicators
of
changing
communities,
occupations and industries and
can be an immediate contact to
history.
Like surnames, street names can
fall into a range of categories:

•
•
•

•
Directional
•
Topographical
•
Related
to
structures
(current or in the past)
Stuart Miller
•
Personal names
Commemorative – “Coronation Street”
Thematic – when the various streets in an area have
related names
Self-descriptive. For example, “High Street” and “Low
Street”

Industry on film: the records of the NE Film
Archive.
Presented by Julie Ballands, North East On Film Project
Manager.
The NE Film Archive is one of
nine regional archives across
England tasked with preserving
our heritage in moving images.
There are also national archives
for Scotland and Wales.
Julie showed a number of film
clips with topics covering: the
building and opening of the
Tyne Bridge; a 1966 promotional
film for Sunderland; scenes of
shipbuilding in Sunderland; the
building of the yacht Radiant II at
Julie Ballands
Austin and Pickersgill in 1961; two
films of miners and mining (1959
and 1965); the Jobling Pyrex factory; Sunderland promotional
film and from 1973 featuring them winning the FA Cup.
As one appreciates, the material available on film is
comparatively recent and dates from the twentieth century.
It is hard to explain but seeing these clips was a very moving
experience. My grandfather and uncles all worked down the
coal mines and these clips illustrated the conditions they had
to face.
The 1973 clip took me back to my own teenage years – dodgy
fashions, dodgy haircuts and dodgy disco dancing!

The presentation was concluded by a look at some of the
various street names in Sunderland and their origins:

A range of film clips can be viewed on the archive website:
www.northeastfilmarchive.com

•

In conclusion, this was an excellent seminar and was, I
believe, enjoyed by all the attendees. Many thanks to the
organisers for such an excellent programme and venue. n

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Alice Street: Princess Alice, daughter of Queen Victoria
and Prince Albert
Peel Street: Robert Peel. In respect of Peel’s work
providing funding for public parks, in particular Mowbray
Park in Sunderland
Hawarden Crescent: Named after the home of W. E.
Gladstone by the first resident of the street.
St. Thomas Street: Named after a church which no longer
stands there as it was destroyed by bombing in 1941
Panns Bank, Pann Lane: historical location of pans for
production of sea salt
Clanny Street: William Reid Clanny. Medical doctor and
inventor of the Clanny miners lamp.
Fighting Cock Lane: the clue is in the name!

Alan Moorhouse who
chaired the seminar
and Catherine
Meades, the writer of
this review.
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News from the Guild Website
by Kim Baldacchino (Guild Webmaster, Member 5434)

T

hanks to everyone who contributed to the website
upgrade in May, including those who helped to develop
the changes, those who participated in testing and
those who patiently helped us to track down the issues that
inevitably arise with major IT changes.

Recent Additions

As part of the upgrade, we’ve now opened the new Guild
Shop found on the ‘Home’ menu. Although used extensively
worldwide, WooCommerce is a new technology for us so we’re
getting acquainted with it gradually starting with our ‘fixedprice’ products including books, journals (for the public), the
Surname Atlas CD, Guild-branded items and DNA kits. Later
this year, we’ll see what we can do with memberships, study
registrations and bookings.

and editing your profile page, look under ‘Profile Page Help’
on the ‘Studies’ menu. There’s also a 15-minute video on the
‘Help’ menu under ‘Website Help’.
We’ve now moved the website from http://one-name.org
to https://one-name.org. For anyone linking to the Guild’s
website from their own site, please be sure to change your
link to https://. Also there are actually some of you who are
still referencing the website as www.one-name.org. Please
remove the ‘www.’ part since we phased that out some years
back.

On the Horizon

We also integrated the Guild’s World War I website into the
main one-name.org website, which you can now find under
‘Those Who Served’ on the ‘Resources’ menu. Hopefully you
will contribute the soldier and sailor stories from your own
research. It’s not just World War I any more. Feel free to add
stories from any conflict and of anyone who served, not just
those who lost their lives. The only restriction is to ensure
you avoid stories of people who may still be living.

Now that the website technology upgrade is behind us, we can
return our attention to migrating remaining legacy functions.
Other types of payments will move to our new Guild Shop
and we’ll start considering subsystems like the Guild indexes
and archives. There are also plans for improving the email
management subsystem based on member suggestions. In
addition, a team has now formed, led by Karen HeenanDavies, to integrate the fine work of Philip Dance on Surname
Studies, currently found at http://surnamestudies.org.uk/,
into our main website. Please contact Karen if you would like
to help with this initiative. n

Some Little Tips

The Web Team

It’s great to see members adding new profiles and improving
existing ones. If you are struggling to find help for adding
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GDPR:
Your Data and The Guild

T

he General Data Protection Regulation (GDRP) came
into force on 25 May 2018. This is relevant to us as a
global organisation registered in England and Wales. We
therefore sought consent from our members. As a Trustee I
agreed to take this on for the Guild because repeated requests
from our Chairman for a volunteer had yielded no response. I
am somewhat dismayed at the response from some members
and the lack of support for this legislation. Whether we like
it or not the Guild is required to be compliant with the law
and if any fines are awarded then the burden of those fines
falls personally on the nine Trustees who manage the Guild
on behalf of the membership. The membership relies on the
Trustees to do the right thing. Sometimes the right thing is not
the easiest thing.
The Guild prides itself on being honest, compliant and respectful
of our members’ data. For example we do not sell on our
membership lists so that you can be contacted by organisations
wanting you to purchase their projects or products. We exist to
promote the concept of One-Name and surname research, not
just to our members but also to the public.
As part of GDPR it is essential that a review of what consent
is already held is undertaken and we were lacking for the
most part in any consent. I had comments from members
who compared us to other organisations, those who stated
legitimate interests and contracts.
Firstly, we cannot compare ourselves to other organisations,
because we have no idea of the layout of those membership
forms that those members signed when they joined that
organisation, nor do we know how compliant those groups
and organisations were with the previous Data Protection Act.
Secondly, legitimate interests could indeed have been used
had we been totally compliant in the former regulations and
finally, contracts between the Guild and the membership have
also been cited. Again, this could not be relied upon because
we pass the addresses that belong to YOU to the printer who
sends out the journals for us.
We sent out a paper form to members with the last journal and
asked for them to be returned either by post or digitally which
was and still is preferred. Certainly we could have addressed
the form issue in a different way, but we did not. The Trustees
- who you trust to run the Guild on your behalf - made the
decision to use a paper form because we already know that
many members do not open the Chairman’s newsletters or
respond to regional reps, so the one thing that every member
receives is the journal whether that is a physical one that
arrives via the post or one downloaded from the members’
area.
Those who have not returned the GDPR form but have still
received this journal are doing so because we sent the list of
members to the printers before 25 May – this is to give those
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of you who have not complied with the request an opportunity
to do so.
You can either send by post or email to gdpr@one-name.org
(electronic is preferred). You can even write a simple email
confirming Yes or No to how we may contact you via email,
postal address or telephone. Please ensure that you confirm
if you are over sixteen. That is a totally new element and
currently we have no way of knowing whether our members
are thirteen, thirty-three or 103! If you have any questions you
can contact me via emailing gdpr@one-name.org.
All forms received were acknowledged although I have
been made aware that some members did not receive that
confirmation because ISP’s marked the communication as
spam. Thanks are sent to the members who have returned
their form and a very special thanks goes to Nottinghamshire
Regional Rep, Jo Fitz-Henry who had assisted in me processing
the forms that have been returned.
By the time you read this, the review will have been completed
and we are still looking for a volunteer to take over the role of
Data Protection Advisor to the Guild from me.
Please support the Trustees in being compliant and remember
that the nine Trustees who manage the Guild on behalf of the
membership are personally liable for any fines should any be
imposed on the Guild. n
Julie Goucher - Secretary and Acting Data Protection Advisor
Editor: I have taken the following information from the
EU GDPR Portal - Official Site https://www.eugdpr.org
‘This website is a resource to educate the public about
the main elements of the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR). It is NOT an official EU Commission
website. For the official website please see here.
After four years of preparation and debate the GDPR
was finally approved by the EU Parliament on 14 April
2016. Enforcement date: 25 May 2018 - at which
time those organizations in non-compliance may face
heavy fines.
The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
replaces the Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC and
was designed to harmonize data privacy laws across
Europe, to protect and empower all EU citizens data
privacy and to reshape the way organizations across
the region approach data privacy. The key articles
of the GDPR, as well as information on its business
impact, can be found throughout this site.’
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Forthcoming Seminars
On the Water Seminar

6 October 2018
DNA
#GuildDNA
Time flies and it is now over two
years since our last DNA seminar
in Cheltenham. We will gather
our DNA specialists together in a
different area of the country and
will be revisiting the basics of
DNA testing as well as looking at
the latest techniques in this fast
moving area of genealogy.

National Waterways Museum,
South Pier Road,
Ellesmere Port, Merseyside,
CH65 4FW
09:30 am for 10:00 am, Saturday 14 July 2018

Venue:
Beauchamp
College,
Ridgeway, Oadby, Leicestershire,
LE2 5TP.

16 February 2019
Medieval Records
#GuildMedieval
We are working with The National
Archives to hold a specialist seminar
based on their theme for the year,
Medieval Records. This will be held
in the new upstairs events area.
Make a note in your diary for next
February.
Venue: The National Archives,
Bessant Drive, Kew, Richmond,
TW9 4DU.

11 May 2019
From Cradle to Grave
#GuildCradle
Poverty,
illegitimacy,
child
migration, mental health and care
in old age touched the lives of many
of our ancestors at some stage
of their existence. This seminar
looks at some of the institutions
and movements involved: the
workhouse, mother and baby
homes, child migration movements
and the establishment of lunatic
asylums and alms houses.
Venue: Amersham Free Church
Hall, Woodside Road, Amersham,
HP6 6AJ.

Ellesmere Port Boat Museum

Canal boats

Programme
09:30 – 10:00

Registration and Coffee

10:00 - 10:10

Welcome to the Seminar - Richard Heaton

10:10 - 10:50

The Archive and Collection of National Waterways
Museum - John Benson (Archivist, Canal and River Trust)

10:50 - 11:00

Comfort Break

11:00 - 12:00

People of the Leeds and Liverpool Canal - Mike Clarke
(Milepost Research)

12:00 - 13:00

Lunch Break

13:00 - 14:00

Families of the Leeds and Liverpool Canal - William
Huyton (Chairman, Ormskirk & District FHS)

14:00 - 14:10

Comfort Break

14:10 - 15:10

Citations and Sources for Family History - Peter Bailey
(President, Families in British India Society)

15:10 - 15:30

Tea Break

15:30 - 17:00

Opportunity to explore the collections or join a free
guided tour of the National Waterways Museum (free
entry) -

17:00

Close of Seminar

Seminar cost, including refreshments and buffet lunch, is £20.00. The National
Waterways Museum is at junction 9 of the M53 (follow the brown signs to ‘The Boat
Museum’, easily accessible from the M6 via the M56; it is a 15 minute walk from
Ellesmere Port station and 20 minute walk from Ellesmere Port bus station. There is
ample free parking. Please contact us if you need help finding a lift from the station.
Bookings close 1 July 2018. All bookings
will be confirmed by email, with full
We would like to ensure that any
joining instructions, on or soon after
disabled delegate can participate
this date.
fully in this event. Anyone with
any special requirements should
telephone the Guild Help Desk on
0800 011 2182 or email seminarbooking@one-name.org
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For more information look under the
Events tab at https://one-name.org or
phone the Guild Help Desk Tel: 0800
011 2182

#GuildWater
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Welcome to GENEVA
This calendar is being run jointly on behalf of GENUKI and
the Federation of Family History Societies http://geneva.
weald.org.uk and is maintained by Guild member Malcolm
Austen (5240) geneva@weald.org.uk.
July 1-6 Galway, GAL NUI Galway Irish Ancestry Summer

School

July 3 Harrogate, NYK Family Tree Maker software
July 7 SoG, LND Parish Registers & Parish Chest Records

for Family Historians
July 11 SoG, LND Tracing your Cotton & Wool Mill
Ancestors
July 13 Pudsey, Nr Leeds, WYK Family Historian, beginners
and improvers
July 14 Ellesmere Port, CHS The Guild of One-Name Studies
‘Over the Water’ Seminar
July 14 Canterbury, KEN The Parish and The Manor
July 14 Leeds, LS2 8BH Family history and academic
history: The value of collaboration
July 17 Online, NET Six Months In With A New Study
July 17 London, LND An Introduction to Family History
Sources in Asian and African Studies
July 17 London, LND Beyond baptisms, marriages and
burials: other family history sources in the India Office
Records.
July 18 SoG, LND Fit for Purpose? How to Make your
Genealogy more Credible & Useful to Others
July 21 SoG, LND Tracing Ancestors in Wales
July 21 SoG, LND Maps & Property Records for Family
Historians
July 25 SoG, LND 17th Century Sources for Family
Historians
July 27 SoG, LND Visit: RSA House & Archive (Royal
Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures &
Commerce Archive)
July 28 Aylesbury, BKM Buckinghamshire Family History
Society Open Day
July 28 SoG, LND Hidden Histories: Finding Unusual Record
Collections in Libraries & Archives
July 28 SoG, LND Expanding your Family History & Finding
Real People who Don’t Exist
July 28 Pudsey,Nr Leeds, WYK Family HIstorians
Scrapbooking
August 1 SoG, LND Understanding and Using the 1939

Register

August 4 SoG, LND Scottish & Irish Immigration
August 8 SoG, LND My Ancestor Came from Hertfordshire
August 10 SoG, LND Visit: Military Cemetery at

Brookwood Cemetery
August 11 SoG, LND Good Research Techniques
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August 15 London, LND An Introduction to Family History
Sources in Asian and African Studies
August 15 London, LND Beyond baptisms, marriages and
burials: other family history sources in the India Office
Records.
August 18 SoG, LND Family Tree Maker Software
Essentials for Beginners & Refreshers
August 21 Online, NET My Italian One-Name Study
August 25 SoG, LND Family Historian Software Practical

for Intermediate Users

August 31-2 Sep Hinckley, LEI Secret Lives: Hidden Voices

of our Ancestors

September 1 SoG, LND Tracing Cambridgeshire Ancestors
September 1 SoG, LND Marriage Law for Genealogists &

Illegitimacy (outside the law?) 1700-1987
September 5 SoG, LND Five Ways to Find Pauper
Ancestors
September 6 SoG, LND Stage 2 Evening Skills Course
September 8 SoG, LND Old Photographs: History,
Restoration and Caring for your Family History
Collection
September 8 SoG, LND Dating Old Photographs &
Victorian Fashion
September 12 SoG, LND Understanding Graveyard
Symbolism
September 13 SoG, LND An Introduction to Kent
Genealogy
September 15 SoG, LND A Look at Cloud Computing: One
Researcher’s View of Computing in the Cloud
September 15 SoG, LND The Poor and the Parish & The
Workhouse and its Records
September 17 Canterbury, KEN Using Archives and Getting
Organised
September 18 Online, NET Back To School With Your OneName Study
September 19 SoG, LND Oral History & Family History
September 22 Esher, SRY The London Family History Show
September 22 Wimborne, SOM Somerset & Dorset Family
History Society Open Day & AGM
September 22 Stretford, GTM Family and Local History
Fair
September 26 SoG, LND Coroners Inquests
September 28-30 Oxford, OXF FIBIS 20th Anniversary
Conference
September 29 SoG, LND Adoption - Research, Psychology
and Ethics
September 29 SoG, LND My Ancestor was a Leather
Worker
September 29 Canterbury, KEN Wills and How to Read
Them
September 29 York, YKS, Catholic FHS, Annual Conference,
School Records
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